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Abstract
The high altitude water cherenkov gamma-ray observatory (HAWC) has been
fully operational since March of 2015 in Mexico at 4,100 meters above sea level on
the hillside of the Sierra Negra Volcano. It consists of an array of 300 water cherenkov
detectors, each equipped with four photo-multiplier tubes. HAWC operates 24-hours
per day with a wide field-of-view (FOV, ∼ 2 sr) and a high duty cycle (∼ 95%). These
make it a powerful survey and monitoring experiment for mapping the gamma ray
sky at very high energies (VHE, 100 GeV to 100 TeV) and to study sources with
varying intensities. Thus HAWC is well suited to detect gamma-ray counterparts of
possible flaring sources seen in neutrino events observed by IceCube or gravitational
wave events observed by LIGO/Virgo.

iv

Extra-galactic sources including active galactic nuclei and gamma ray bursts are
characterized by power-law spectra with most of the observed photon flux at 1 Tev
and below. This corresponds to the lower energy range for HAWC. To participate in
this science it is essential to optimize HAWC’s performance for gamma rays below ∼
1 TeV. This is a particular challenge as in HAWC gamma rays below ∼ 1 TeV have
a low signal-to-noise ratio, the events have limited and incomplete information and
the HAWC Monte Carlo simulation does not well model all aspects of the events.
Fortunately HAWC data includes a well characterized gamma ray source: the
Crab nebula. Thus we use the significance level and the angular resolution of the
Crab to quantify our gamma ray detection sensitivity improvements. Two critical
factors are involved: the interpretation of HAWC raw detector signals (referred to
as data reconstruction) and the rejection of cosmic ray background (referred to as
gamma hadron separation). While this thesis focuses on different optimizations for
(hadron) background rejection, both factors are addressed. An example of applying
one improved analysis on searches for nearby AGNs is presented.
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Typical thermal sources (e.g. stars) have their spectral emission in
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high energy (VHE) gamma rays with energies from 100 GeV to 100
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Map of VHE gamma ray (177) sources from the online TeV catalog
(http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/). The plot is in Galactic Coordinates
with sources in the Milky Way galaxy along the ”equator” (galactic
latitude 0). For this thesis the most important galactic source is the
Crab Pulsar Wind Nebula (Crab). The Crab is used in Chapter 4
and 6 as the HAWC calibration source. The majority of the sources
away from the galactic plane are AGNs (60). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The diagram of the inner structure of an AGN (image from NASA).
The AGNs studied in this thesis represent a subclass, called blazars,
where we view the AGN at a small angle (less than 5 degrees) with
respect to the jet axis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Spectral energy distribution (SED) of blazars [8]. The ”lower energy
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gamma ray flux at TeV energies. The spectra fit results of Mrk 501
were measured by multiple experiments [11]. As the differential flux
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Extensive air shower development of gamma ray (left) and cosmic
ray (right) showers [13]. The gamma ray EAS cascade is based
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HAWC main DAQ overview [15]. The front-end-boards, FEBs, shape
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high. The output of the FEBs is a time-over-threshold (TOT) logic
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”Low” (top panel) and ”high” (bottom panel) time over threshold
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Once the average number of photo-electrons, < nP E >= a ∗ I + b (see
text), is known as a function of laser intensity (I), the distribution
of predicted nP E follows a Poisson distribution in left plot. Gain
variations, primarily from fluctuations in the multiplication in the
first dynode of the PMT, then smear these values. In analyzing
the calibration data, the PMT smearing is implemented numerically
as sketched in the middle plot. For some laser intensities it is also
relevant to simulate the minimum signal, low TOT or high TOT,
threshold as sketched in the right plot. Finally the distribution of
simulated intensities are divided into 10 bins: lowest 10%, ... highest
10% simulated signals. Then a plot is made, see Figure 2.8, matching
the calibration data to the simulated signals: lowest 10% TOT =
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Plot of a gamma ray shower on the HAWC array. The shower reconstruction finds the core at the center (marked with a star sign)
of the 40 m radius circle. The signal arrival time (in ns) in each
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The energy distribution of each analysis bin is determined using
Monte Carlo simulated events. This plot shows the energy distribution for the HAWC aanalysis bins used in the first Crab analysis
[19] and assumes a simple power-law spectrum of index -2.63 and
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The display of a gamma ray air shower event (top panel) and a
hadronic air shower event (bottom panel). The signal in each PMT
is shown as a colored circle. The color scale represents the signal
arriving time and the (circle) size represents the signal amplitude in
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This is a schematic of the HAWC likelihood fitting framework (LiFF,
credit to Robert Lauer). As discussed in Figure 3.1, data events are
used to make data and background (sky) maps (red box in figure)
and Monte Carlo simulation events are used to determine the point
spread function, energy and selection efficiency (green box in figure).
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This plot summarizes HAWC’s overall efficiency (vertical axis) as a
function of gamma ray energy (horizontal axis) for sources that pass
near-overhead (6

◦

< declination < 32 ◦ ). The efficiency is reported

as the effective area of HAWC and refers to the first Crab analysis
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The plot (in equatorial coordinates) shows HAWC’s all sky signicance
map using 1128 days data analysed with the published analysis [19]
(credit to Colas Riviere). The main features are many (48) Milky
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The red curve on the plot shows the quasi-differential sensitivity of
the HAWC analysis to produce a 5 σ detection of a point source at
declination 22

◦

with 50% probability for a total observing time of

507 days [19]. This plot also shows the differential sensitivity for
major IACTs (HESS, VERITAS and MAGIC) for typical observing
times of 50 hours and for the Fermi-LAT for a total observing time of
10 years. These are compared to copies of the Crab SED scaled by:
1x, 0.1x and 0.01x in grey. The take home is that HAWC is sensitive
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fit (blue curve) and the modified NKG fit (red curve). It is notable
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have detected signals, namely PMTs with a signal charge >= 1 PE.
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Typical HAWC ”analysis bin 0” events reconstructed with a core onarray (left panel) and with core off-array (right panel); recall that
the reconstructed core is the red star in the event display. While
”analysis bin 0” events provide minimal information on the shower,
events with the core off-array additionally miss signals from the uninstrumented region outside the array. As a consequence on-array
and off-array events are treated separately in this thesis. . . . . . . .
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with CF S > 150 show that there is a ”background” from failed
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tuning tool. These plots show the Crab significance level based on
stepping through cuts on each of the four high level features. The red
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The plot shows the Crab significance with fixed ”nRatio VS CxPE40”
cuts while varying a third high level feature: PINCness. The red
points are Crab significance for ”analysis bin 0a”, and blue points
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solid angle” versus the ”angle difference squared” between the reconstructed events and the direction of the Crab. The blue points are the
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comes from declination effect and mainly for ”over-head” sources like
Crab nebula). The green curve is the analytical curve of the PSF
based on simulated events. The red curve is the fitted PSF based on
the Crab data. The left panels are based on old-bin0, bin 0a and bin
0b (from top to bottom) and the right panels are based on old-bin1,
bin 1a and bin 1b (from top to bottom). The values of the PSF are
reported in Table 4.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.12

The plots show the distribution of simulated gamma ray event energies for old-bin 0, bin 0a, bin 0b (left panel) and old-bin 1, bin 1a, bin
1b (right panel). The energies of the gamma rays producing on-array
events are smaller than those of off-array events. This reflects the
reality that only a fraction of the particles (and energy) of off-array
events is detected by HAWC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.13

61

The figure summarizes the progress in enhancing the significance
of low energy events in HAWC. The top 3 panels are Crab nebula
significance maps for old-bin 0, bin 0a and bin 0b (from left to right)
with 2 years HAWC data. The bottom 3 panels are Crab nebula
signicance maps of old-bin 1, bin 1a and bin 1b (from left to right).
The greatest improvement is for bin 0 where ”no” >= 5 sigma signal
exists in the published HAWC analysis [19]. As noted in Table 4.1
while the performance is reduced for off-array events, there is a clear
Crab signal in the ”analysis 0b” and ”analysis 1b” significance maps:
rightmost panels in this figure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.14

62

This figure shows the spectrum fit of the Crab (based on assumed
power-law flux spectrum with cut-off) with the previously published
9 analysis bins (left panels, [19]) and the new 12 analysis bins (right
panels). In each panel the top plot is the number of events in the
Crab versus ”analysis bin number” and the bottom plot is the residual (data minus fit) versus ”analysis bin number”. The fitted index
and cut-off energy with the previous analysis bins are 2.21±0.03 &
28.47±3.15. The fitted index and cut-off energy with the new analysis bins are 2.29±0.02 & 34.23±3.10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.15

This figure compares the significance level of the 39 TeV-gamma-ray
sources detected by HAWC [20] based on the previously published 9
bins analysis [19] and on the new 12 bins analysis. The left panel
shows the previously published 9 bins analysis (in blue) and the new
12 bins analysis (in red). The right panel shows the difference, new
12 bin analysis minus old 9 bin analysis, of the test statistic (TS,
as the squared significance level); the majority of the sources are
observed with greater significance using the new 12 bins analysis.
The outlier with TS difference > 250 is the Crab nebula which was
used to optimize the 12 bins analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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HAWC event display showing that two (smaller) events often hit the
array simultaneously and are nominally considered as one event with
the HAWC event selection. This is particularly true for low energy
gamma ray showers. Low energy showers never deposit much energy
on the HAWC array and are often ”promoted” to pass the HAWC
trigger by combining their signals with a second (or third shower) all
in approximate time coincidence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.17

This figure compares HAWC events analyzed with the default event
reconstruction (left panel) and with the multi-plane fit (MPF) option reconstruction (right panel). The plots show the ratio of PMT
hits (PMTs with >= 1 PE signal) within 20 ns of the reconstructed
shower front over the total hits in an event. The blue points correspond to Monte Carlo simulations that ignore the inclusion of
2nd and 3rd showers in a given HAWC triggered event. The red
points correspond to new Monte Carlo simulations that add ”minimum bias” background showers to the simulations; this simulation
is now in good agreement with the HAWC data which are the black
points. The left panel shows a two-peak structure in the new MC,
and data, distribution reflecting the reality of multiple shower (timing) planes in a given HAWC event for events reconstructed with the
default event reconstruction. With the MPF option reconstruction,
the first step is to identify the possible shower planes in each trigger
event. That done, only the PMT hits that are closest in time to the
dominant MPF plane (i.e. plane with the most associated PMTs) are
passed on to event reconstruction. This removes ”extraneous” hits
and redefines the total number of hits in the event to be the hits associated with the dominant MPF plane. The right panel shows that
adding the MPF option result in a broad but single-peak structure
for the ratio of PMT hits within 20 ns of the reconstructed shower
front over the total number of hits in the event. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.18

This figure compares the number of shower planes in HAWC ”analysis
bin 0” events to Monte Carlo predictions. The plot shows the fraction
of events versus the number of MPF detected shower planes in the
event. Note the horizontal axis bin ”1 to 2” means 1 plane, the bin ”2
to 3” means 2 planes and so on. The blue points correspond to Monte
Carlo simulations that ignore the inclusion of 2nd and 3rd showers
in a given HAWC triggered event. The red points correspond to the
new Monte Carlo simulations that add ”minimum bias” background
showers to the simulations; this simulation is now in good agreement
with the HAWC data which are the black points. For this analysis
bin, it is most likely (about 55%) that there are two shower (planes)
in the event. Not shown is that the probability for 2 or more shower
planes in a given event decreases significantly in the higher analysis
bins. By ”analysis bin 9” less than 1% events are fitted to 2 or more
shower planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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This figure shows the total hits, the hits associated with the MPF
dominant plane and the hits associated with the MPF second most
populated plane for events in ”analysis bin 0” (top panels) and ”analysis bin 1” (bottom panels). The larger ”analysis bin 1” events have
more hits in the dominant plane (as this is used to place them in
”analysis bin 0” or ”analysis bin 1”) and more total hits. The ”hits
distribution” in the second most populated plane (right most plots)
are to 0th order independent of the ”analysis bin” and in the plots are
labeled ”noise”. As there is no clear correlation of this ”noise” with
the dominant plane signal they are dropped from the reconstruction.
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4.20

This figure shows the impact of the MPF option reconstruction on
various physics quantities: the event angular reconstruction error
(related to the PSF) and the shower energy estimation. The top
panel plots the the median angular reconstruction error (delAngle)
in degrees versus the fraction of hit PMTs (to the total number of
HAWC active PMTs). The bottom panel plots the median energy,
as log10(Energy/1 GeV), versus the fraction of hit PMTs (to the
total number of HAWC active PMTs). The MPF option reconstruction mainly improves the reconstruction of smaller (and thus lower
energy) events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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This figure shows the impact of the MPF option reconstruction on
the Crab nebula signicance map for 1 year HAWC data for combined
”analysis bin 0” and ”analysis bin 1” with ”analysis bins” based on
published analysis [19]. The left panel map (10.31 σ significance) is
based on reconstruction without the MPF option and the left panel
map (14.48 σ significance) is based on reconstruction with the MPF
option. This improvement is expected to be even greater with better
analysis G/H cuts (see Chapter 6). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The position of selected 132 sources (excluding Mrk421 and Mrk501)
for this survey. The figure is in equatorial coordinates and each circle
represents one source. The points with high significances are sources
detected by HAWC [20]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.2

Sensitivity of HAWC based on 2 years data, where the sensitivity is
defined as the 95 % confidence level upper limit. The left panel shows
sensitivities for spectra with different power law indices without EBL
absorption. The right panel shows the sensitivities to intrinsic spectra with spectrum index -2.5 and different red-shifts, including EBL
absorption effects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.3
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Left panel: upper and lower ends of the energy range contributing to
the central 75% of the test statistic of the point source search. Right
panel: the energy ranges of 134 selected 3FHL sources. . . . . . . . .

5.4
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The significance distribution (in blue) of selected 3FHL sources (excluding Mrk 421 and Mrk 501). The histogram in red (with a Gaussian function fit) shows the significance distribution of random points
in the sky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.5

76

The HAWC 95 CL upper limits (differential flux at 1 TeV) vs FermiLAT results extrapolations. The red points are the HAWC 95 CL
upper limits and the blue points are the Fermi-LAT extrapolation
results. The HAWC measurements are for two Markarians (green
stars). For most sources, the HAWC upper limits are close to the
average upper limits. The two sources with very low fluxes are due
to the very soft spectra and large red-shift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.6
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One example (B3 2247+381) showing how HAWC’s 95 CL upper
limit can constrain the flux to a level lower than Fermi-LAT extrapolation result, based on 3FHL information. We include a short time
duration measurement from MAGIC in earlier time. Please see text
for more discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.7

Another example (M 87) showing how HAWC’s 95 CL upper limit
can constrain the flux to a level lower than Fermi-LAT extrapolation
result, based on 3FHL information. We include the short time duration measurements from IACTs, which have much softer spectra
shape. Please see text for more discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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For gamma hadron (G/H) separation using neural networks with
machine learning, 40 high level HAWC data analysis features were
selected. This figure shows the distribution of one such feature, the
reconstructed zenith angle (in degrees) of HAWC events. For all 40
features loose quality cuts were applied to retain well reconstructed
events; for zenith this retains events with zenith < 60◦ shown as the
red line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.2
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Similar to Figure 6.1, this figure shows the data quality cut applied to
the reconstructed shower core location as expressed in ”rec.coreFiduScale
(CFS)”. The quality cut CF S < 150 (red line) is to exclude a ”background” from failed SFCF reconstructions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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6.3

As discussed in Section 4.6, more than one extensive air shower can
arrive at the HAWC detector within the trigger time window. The
multi-plane fit (MPF) option in the HAWC reconstruction addresses
this issue and results in a significant improvement in gamma ray reconstruction: see Figure 4.21. This figure shows how the number of
hit PMTs in the dominant shower, identified using the MPF option
in reconstruction and labeled nHit dominant (X-axis), is related to
the (total) number of hit PMTs in the event, labeled nHit total (Yaxis). The left panel is the scatter plot and the right panel shows the
mean values for nHit total (Y-axis). For small values of nHit, nHit
total ”plateaus” at about 40 reflecting the event trigger requirement
(which applies of course to the total of the PMTs hit within the
HAWC trigger time window). While the nHit dominant information
is most relevant to the analysis of the event, the nHit total information is retained at a minimum to allow comparisons with (other)
HAWC analyses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.4
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The majority of HAWC data have not been reconstructed with the
MPF-option. Instead the quantity ”nHitSP20”, namely the number
of hit PMTs within 20 ns of the (overall) reconstructed shower plane,
is used to put events into the different HAWC ”analysis bins”. To
follow the HAWC choice of ”analysis binning” using ”nHitSP20”, this
figure shows the mapping from nHit dominant (X-axis) vs nHitSP20
(Y-axis). The left panel is the scatter plot and the right panel shows
the mean values for nHitSP20 (Y-axis). Both plots show (sanity
check) that nHit dominant (X-axis) is always greater that nHitSP20
(Y-axis). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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6.5

The plot shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray average
event energy, E, in log10(E/1GeV ) (Y-axis) versus the event fHit
value (X-axis). The minimum (threshold) fHit value of 0.03 (see
Table 6.1) corresponds to gamma-rays of about 200 GeV. . . . . . .

6.6

88

Monte Carlo simulation events are thrown with one power law distribution of event energies, distribution of zenith angles and radial
distribution from the center of the HAWC array. Event weights, e.g.
transit weights (TWgt), are then used to modify the ”thrown” distribution to the distribution appropriate for the analysis of a given
gamma ray source with specific: source declination and assumed (or
known) source flux spectrum. This plot shows the event weights (X
axis) vs energy (E) in log10(E/1GeV ) (Y axis) appropriate for the
Crab nebula. Some simulated gamma ray events have very large
weights that could potentially causes issues for the the training of a
neural network. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The left panel: shows the log-log distribution of Mone Carlo ”accepted gamma ray events” versus energy without any TWgt restriction.

The right panel: shows the same distribution with TWgt

capped at 10000. As the simulated gamma rays energy distribution
is stable, the neural network training caps event TWgt at 10000; i.e.
any event T W gt > 10000 is reset to 10000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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6.8

In Section 4 and Figure 4.13, it was found that keeping gamma rays
with cores off the array, core fiducial scale (CFS) 100 < CF S < 150,
could increase the significance of a source such as the Crab nebula.
In Section 6.4, rather than making hard selections based on CFS, it
is proposed to include the precision of the gamma ray event angular
(delAngle) and core position (delCore) into the definition of a gamma
ray event. This figure shows the energy (left panel) and reconstructed
core position (right panel) distributions (for fHit ”analysis bin 0c”)
of well reconstructed Monte Carlo simulation gamma ray events (so
called true good gamma: GG) and the poorly reconstructed Monte
Carlo simulation gamma ray events (so call true bad gamma: BG).
The right panel confirms that GG selection is a ”soft” implementation
of a CFS restriction. And as GG are more likely to have cores on
the HAWC array the energy distribution of these events emphasizes
lower energy events; see also Figure 4.12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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94

This figure shows four representative neural network input features
for ”fHit analysis bin 0c”. Three items are plotted in each panel:
Monte Carlo signal events (well reconstructed gamma ray events, in
black), Monte Carlo background events (in red) and real data events
(in green). For these four features the Monte Carlo background and
the data background are in close agreement and typically differ, to a
lesser or greater degree, from the signal distributions. . . . . . . . .
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6.10

The figure is to illustrate the components of a simple, fully-connected
artificial neural network with two hidden layers. Each neuron (represented by the round circles in all but the input layer) takes the
weighted sum of the neurons in the previous layer plus a bias (see
Equation 6.4). The input layer is where the HAWC high level analysis
features (Table 6.6) are input and the neural network then predicts
the probabilities that any given event is a representative of the possible output classes (Table 6.5). As the goal is to enhance gamma
hadron (G/H) separation, it is desirable for signal events to result in
the good gamma class having the highest probability and background
events to result in the background class having the highest probability.102

6.11

To help quantify the performance of a neural network it is instructive to construct a ”confusion matrix”; the example in this figure is
for binary classification. The columns represent the predicted class
(the output from the network with highest probability) and the rows
represent the actual class (the known input). This structure can be
simply extended to the full range, 2 to 4 output classes, studied in
this thesis and summarized in Table 6.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104

6.12

This figure shows the Accuracy (left panels) and Q-factor (right panels) performance for three different neural network architectures with
40 input features and 2 output classes: (top panels) 1 hidden layer
with default neurons, (middle panels) 1 hidden layers with double
neurons and (bottom panels) 2 hidden layers with default neurons.
The training performance shows little to discriminate these three
neural network architectures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
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6.13

This figure shows the Accuracy (top panels) and Q-factor (bottom
panels) performance for two choices of input features: (left panels)
8 input features (1 hidden layer with default neurons) and (right
panels) 40 input features (1 hidden layer with default neurons). To
first order training and testing performance are the same in all cases.
The accuracy and significance ratio are both better with more input
features (more information). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

6.14

This figure shows the Q-factor performance for four different choices
of output classes: (top left panel) 2 output classes (using Monte
Carlo hadron as background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with
default neurons), (top right panel) 2 output classes (using real data
as background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with default neurons),
(bottom left panel) 4 output classes (using Monte Carlo hadron as
background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with default neurons) and
(bottom right panel) 3 output classes (using real data as background,
40 features and 1 hidden layer with default neurons).The results are
more consistent between training set and testing set with real data
as background (right panels). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
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6.15

This figures shows the cumulative number of Monte Carlo simulated
gamma ray events as a function of the maximum distance of the reconstructed shower core from the center of the HAWC array. This
distance is parameterized by event ”core-fiducial-scale” (CFS). Analysis ”fHit bin 0a”, ”fHit bin 0b” and ”fHit bin 0c” are plotted from
top to bottom. The black curve shows all gamma events, the red
curve are the subset with good angular and core reconstruction (so
called Signal events) and the blue curve is the further subset ”recalled” by the neural network based on testing performance. The
neural network had 40 input features and output 2 classes with 1
hidden layer and default neurons trained using real data as background. The expected number of Signal events ”recalled” clearly increases with increasing CFS even past the physical edge of the HAWC
array: CF S = 100. Arguably this gain is minimal for CF S > 130. . 110

6.16

This figures shows the expected significance (Q-factor) versus core
location as in Figure 6.15. While analysis ”fHit bin 0a” may favor
restricting events to CF S < 140, the other analysis bins are rather
constant for maximum CFS in the range 100 < CF S < 150. For this
thesis the choice was made to use events with CF S < 150 for future
tests and implementations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
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6.17

This figure shows the distributions of real signal and background and
labeled signal and background for Monte Carlo simulated events in
analysis ”fHit bin 0c”. The figure shows normalized distributions
of simulated event energies (E) in log10(E/1 GeV) (left panel) and
reconstructed core location (CFS) (right panel). The reconstructed
core locations of labeled events are consistent with real events for
both signal and background. The energy distributions of true Signal
and labeled Signal differ. This is a consequence of off-array Monte
Carlo background events (poorly reconstructed) being labeled as Signal. A plot of the energy distribution of Monte Carlo Signal events
labeled as Signal (not shown) compared with true Signal shows good
agreement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112

6.18

This figure shows the Signal efficiency (red points) and Background
rejection for each fHit analysis bin. The horizontal (X-axis) gives
the gamma ray energies (see Table 1.3) from Monte Carlo simulated
events. The efficiency describes the ”fetch-back” ability of Signal
events and the rejection describes the ”kick-out” ability of Background events. The blue curve is based on Monte Carlo simulated
Background events and the green curve is based on real data Background events. The performance increases with higher analysis bins
due to the better reconstruction and signal-to-noise ratio for larger
events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
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6.19

This figure summarizes the gamma ray significance of the Crab nebula using 2.5 months of HAWC data to validate the different neural
network architectures/training configurations. The caption represents the configuration; for example: ”MC H + 8 + 2 + 100” means
Monte Carlo simulated hadrons as background, 8 input features, 2
output classes and core location restriction CF S < 100. . . . . . . . 116

6.20

This figure summarizes the gamma ray significance of the Crab nebula using 1 year of HAWC data for analysis ”fHit bin 0a”, ”fHit bin
0b”, ”fHit bin 0c” and ”fHit bin 0a-0c combined”. Top panels show
results without MPF and G/H selection. Middle and bottom panels show results with MPF and two difference neural network G/H
selections: one using MPF and Monte Carlo hadrons as background
(middle) and one using MPF and real data as background for training
(bottom). Otherwise the neural network was the same as for Table
6.9: balanced class weights, 40 input features, 2 output classes, 1
hidden layer and default neurons and without extra core location cut
(i.e. CF S < 150). The significance levels are reported in Table 6.10.
The benefit of the MPF plus neural network G/H separation is clear.
The benefit of using real data as background for training is more
subtle but may result in slightly better directional reconstruction for
the Crab in the lower energy analysis bins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
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6.21

This figure summarizes the Crab nebula significance level based on
1 year HAWC data with (and without) ”MPF and G/H separation”
for each of the six fHit analysis bins. In all cases G/H separation
is based on the optimal model. The optimal neural net model uses
real data background for training, balanced class weights, 40 input
features, 2 output classes, 1 hidden layer and default neurons and
without extra core location cut (i.e. CF S < 150). . . . . . . . . . . 119

6.22

This figure shows the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the Crab
nebula based on the measurement in this thesis: see Table 6.10 and
Figure 6.21. The red curve shows the SED fitted with a log-parabola
and the magenta curve shows the spectrum fitted with simple powerlaw. The red points are the fitted normalizations from each fHit
analysis bin interpreted using the over-all log-parabola fitted SED
(red curve). The Crab SED measurements by three IACTs are also
plotted. The IACTs measurements are systematically above the current HAWC result at lower energies: < 2T eV . It is very possible this
is the result of an over-estimated efficiency for low energy gamma ray
events in the HAWC simulation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121

6.23

This plot shows the residuals of the log-parabola and the simple
power law fits of the Crab SED, see Figure 6.22, plotted as a fractional ratio: (SED difference)/SED; see text for additional details.
This is a sanity check for the different spectral parameterization and
suggests that the log-parabola provides a better description of the
measured Crab SED. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
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6.24

This plot shows the sensitivity of HAWC for point-like sources at
declination 22

◦

with 1-year HAWC of data based on the analysis in

the thesis. The 5 σ detection flux, green points, is about 50% of the
measured Crab flux (red curve) at 300 GeV and about 20% of the
Crab flux at 1 TeV. Also shown are a 95% confidence level upper
limit curve in blue.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
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3.1

Events are divided into (10) analysis bins. The numbers (right column) are chosen so that each bin contains about half the statistics of
the previous bin. Events with nHit/nChAvail < 0.044 are basically
sub-threshold events and are not analyzed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.1

37

The table gives the angular resolution, measured as the point spread
function (PSF), based on simulated gamma ray events (MC) and
from the measured Crab data (Data) in degrees. The ”analysis bin
0” and ”analysis bin 1” refer to the bins in the published HAWC
analysis [19]. In this new analysis each of these bins in divided into
two: on-array (0a and 1a) and off-array (0b and 1b) bins. While the
on-array performance is significantly better than off-array, the table
shows that there is a clear signal in both event categories. As the
goal of the thesis is to enhance low energy sensitivity, both categories
of events are used in all subsequent source significance measurements. 59
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5.1

The 23 sources that HAWC’s 95 CL upper limits are lower than the
extrapolated fluxes from 3FHL spectra. The ”Z” column contain
the red-shift, the ”S.I.” column is the spectrum index from 3FHL,
the ”σ” column is the significance level with 2 years HAWC data,
the ”UL” column is the HAWC 95 CL upper limits and the ”Flux”
column is the extrapolated fluxes from 3FHL information. The unit
of the HAWC upper limits and Fermi-LAT fluxes is T eV −1 cm−2 s−1 .

6.1

78

HAWC ”analysis bins” use ratios of nHit PMTs to total number of
available PMTs (at the time of the event trigger). The bins are then
given names: eg nHit bin 0, nHit bin 1, etc. The nHit bin 0 to 9
(left column) correspond to the published HAWC analysis [19]. The
new binning using ”nHitSP20”, see Figure 6.4, are based on the ratio
”nHitSP20/nChAvail”. For the analysis in Chapter 6 of this thesis, 6
bins are defined; these are labelled fHit 0a, fHit 0b, etc. The analysis
bin names (middle column) correspond to the ”nHitSP20/nChAvail”
ratios (right column). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.2

88

This table shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray angular
reconstruction error, delAngle, in degrees for the 6 fHit analysis bins
(see Table 6.1). The center column is the mean value for delAngle;
the right column shows the range of delAngle values containing 68%
(mean ± 1σ). Gamma hadron (G/H) separation selections have not
been applied. The G/H selections in this chapter are expected to
effect predominantly the lower energy analysis bins (fHit 0a 0b 0c). .
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6.3

This table shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray event
energies, in GeV, for the 6 fHit analysis bins (see Table 6.1). The
center column is the mean value for gamma ray event energies; the
right column shows the range of gamma ray event energies containing
68% (mean ± 1σ). Gamma hadron (G/H) separation selections have
not been applied. Most of the gamma ray events below 1 TeV are in
the first three analysis bins (fHit 0a 0b 0c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.4

90

The weighted number of events in the Monte Carlo simulation data
sets for each (output) class based on training using Monte Carlo
gamma and Monte Carlo hadron (background) events. This allows
for the maximum number of 4 possible classes: good gamma, bad
gamma, good hadron and bad hadron. The number of weighted
gamma events is tiny (in comparison to the number of hadrons) reflecting the tiny gamma ray to hadron (cosmic ray background) ratio
in nature. The numbers are re-scaled for the purpose of neural net
training. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.5

95

This table summarizes the four different ways to classify events used
in this thesis. In all cases the signal is always just the Monte Carlo
well reconstructed ”GG” gamma ray events. In contrast the background has been modeled using Monte Carlo hadron events or using
real data events. The latter reflects the fact that the real data events
are all background (the gamma ray to cosmic ray ratio in nature is
tiny). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.6

96

This table lists the 40 high level ”HAWC data analysis outputs”
used as input features for the neural network. The left column is
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Gamma Ray
Astrophysics

1.1

Backgrounds

Astronomers observe electromagnetic radiations in a wide spectrum from radio to
gamma rays as shown in Figure 1.1. The radiation produced by thermal process,
described in Equation 1.1, emit photons with energy generally below keV (2.4 ×
1017 Hz). However, the very high energy (VHE) gamma rays (with energies larger
than 100 GeV) are produced by non-thermal process, including acceleration and
propagation of relativistic particles in the universe.

BlackbodyRadiationF lux =

2hc2
λ5 e

1
hc
kT

−1

(1.1)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, λ is the wavelength, k is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
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Figure 1.1: Typical thermal sources (e.g. stars) have their spectral emission in a
rather limited region of the electro-magnetic (EM) spectrum from near ultra-violet
to the near infra-red wavelengths. In contrast the physics of non-thermal sources,
e.g. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) studied in Chapter 5, has characteristic spectral
signatures from radio to gamma ray energies (wavelengths). This thesis focuses on
very high energy (VHE) gamma rays with energies from 100 GeV to 100 TeV (image
from NASA).

Ever since the discovery of cosmic rays (CRs) by Victor Hess in 1912, intensive
research of the high energy cosmic particles has been performed for over a century
[1]. The most powerful accelerator on earth can not produce particles with energies
as high as the most energetic CRs. The origin and mechanism is still one of the
fundamental questions to be answered by high energy astrophysics. Generally the
phenomena that are relevant to high energy processes (non-thermal) can be characterized with several conditions [2]:
• Huge gravitational, magnetic and electric fields
• Dense background radiation
• Relativistic bulk motions
• Shock waves and highly excited media
VHE gamma rays are unique carriers of astrophysical information about nonthermal phenomena in many galactic and extra-galactic sources and probe the ex-
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treme environments hosting powerful accelerators. For example VHE gamma ray
radiations generated by high energy astrophysical processes reach energies up to 100
TeV (1014 eV) [3]. The research of VHE gamma rays is crucial for exploring the most
energetic phenomena in the universe [2] for various reasons:

• VHE gamma rays can be produced in leptonic and hadronic process normally
along with other high energy charged particles.
• VHE gamma rays can travel through universe without deflection from magnetic
fields (track the origin).
• VHE gamma rays can be effectively detected by space based and ground based
detectors.

Since the first high energy cosmic gamma ray emission was detected by the Third
Orbiting Solar Observatory in 1967 [4], which was sensitive to gamma rays with
energies larger than 50 MeV, multiple experiments have been built and dedicated
for very high energy gamma ray research. Gamma rays can be detected effectively
by space based detectors like Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) or ground
based detectors like the High Altitude Water Cherenkov Gamma Ray Observatory
(HAWC) or High Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS).
Space based experiments detect the lower energy gamma rays from keV to GeV
energies directly from the interaction of photons with detectors. They have great
energy estimation and background rejection, while the effective area and the energy
range is limited by the detector size. Since the VHE gamma ray can not penetrate
the atmosphere effectively, we can either put detectors in the upper atmosphere (or
above it) or use indirect detection method. Ground based experiments can detect
secondary particles in the air showers produced from the interaction of the VHE
gamma ray and the atmosphere.
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Figure 1.2: Map of VHE gamma ray (177) sources from the online TeV catalog
(http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/). The plot is in Galactic Coordinates with sources in
the Milky Way galaxy along the ”equator” (galactic latitude 0). For this thesis the
most important galactic source is the Crab Pulsar Wind Nebula (Crab). The Crab
is used in Chapter 4 and 6 as the HAWC calibration source. The majority of the
sources away from the galactic plane are AGNs (60).

The first detected VHE gamma ray source is Crab Nebula by the Whipple Observatory in 1989 using the atmospheric Cerenkov imaging technique [5]. The Whipple
Observatory also made a detection of the first extra-galactic VHE source (Markarian
421) in 1992. Since then a new field of studying VHE gamma ray has been growing.
Currently there are more than 170 TeV sources detected, shown in Figure 1.2, from
galactic sources including pulsar wind nebula (PWN) to extra-galactic sources which
are predominantly active galactic nuclei (AGN).
There are two basic types of ground based VHE gamma ray detectors: imaging
atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) and extensive air shower (EAS) arrays.
IACTs detect Cherenkov radiation produced when a relativistic charged particle
travels faster than the speed of light in the atmosphere. Modern IACTs like Whipple,
VERITAS, HESS. and MAGIC have discovered more than 100 VHE gamma ray
sources in the past few decades. IACTs cover a large energy range from 100 GeV
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to 100 TeV, They have good energy and angular resolution as well as low energy
threshold comparing to EAS arrays. The duty cycles of IACTs are limited by the
requirement of operation under good weather nights without bright moon. Their
field of view (FOV) is also limited to a few degrees. EAS arrays, like ARGO-YBJ,
Milagro and HAWC, detect secondary particles of EAS via particle detectors at
ground level instead of observing Cherenkov light in air. The need to cover most of
the EAS footprint requires a very large array which often results in a low density
of detectors. This intrinsically limits the threshold and resolution of EAS of lower
energy particles. EAS arrays normally have long duty cycle with a large FOV.

1.2

VHE Gamma Ray Sources

The VHE gamma ray sources can be point-like or extended, transient or steady from
our galaxy or extra-galactic. Galactic sources include pulsars, pulsar wind nebulae
(PWN), supernova remnants (SNR), compact object binaries and galactic diffuse
emission. Extra-galactic sources include AGN and potentially GRBs. This thesis is
focused on the AGNs.
VHE gamma rays can be produced by different processes. Based on the origin
particle type that produces the gamma rays, the mechanisms can be categorized
to leptonic and hadronic. The first three mechanisms below are leptonic and the
last mechanism (neutral pion decay) is hadronic. Based on the interaction type, the
mechanisms to produce VHE gamma rays can also be categorized to particle-field
(the first mechanism below) and particle-matter (the rest three mechanisms). The
main process that contribute to the VHE gamma ray emission includes [6]:

• Synchrotron emission (keV or MeV): charged particles (e± ) spiraling along
magnetic field.
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• Bremsstrahlung (keV or MeV): charged particles (e± ) deflected by interstellar
medium (ISM) and emit gamma rays.

• Inverse Compton scattering (TeV): relativistic electrons scatter on low energy
photons resulting in VHE photons, possibly seeded by the lower energy photons
from Synchrotron emission or Bremsstrahlung.

• π 0 decay (TeV): proton inelastic collision with ISM producing neutral pions.

An AGN is a compact region, likely a supermassive black hole, at the center of an
active galaxy. The emission is often across the entire EM spectrum from radio wavelength to gamma ray. It is commonly believed that the AGN is powered by accretion
of the surrounding matters (accretion disc), shown in Figure 1.3. The accretion disc
emits photons mainly in optical band (and up to X-rays) through thermal emission.
Extreme magnetic fields around the supermassive black hole confine the relativistic
plasma from the spinning accretion disk, referred as jet. The jet emits VHE gamma
rays, possibly seeded by the lower energy photons from the accretion disc [7].
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Figure 1.3: The diagram of the inner structure of an AGN (image from NASA). The
AGNs studied in this thesis represent a subclass, called blazars, where we view the
AGN at a small angle (less than 5 degrees) with respect to the jet axis.

For a small fraction of AGNs, the viewing angle of the jet from earth is small
(the jet points towards earth). This sub-class AGNs is called blazars. Most of the
observed very high energy gamma ray emitting AGNs are blazars. The spectral
energy distribution (SED) of blazars are featured with two peaks as shown in Figure
1.4. The lower energy peak is due to synchrotron emission from the relativistic
electrons in the jet. The higher energy peak is from inverse Compton scattering or
neutral pion decay mentioned previously.
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Figure 1.4: Spectral energy distribution (SED) of blazars [8]. The ”lower energy
peak” photons come from synchrotron emission. The ”higher energy peak” photons
come from inverse Compton scattering or neutral pion decay.

The extra-galactic background light (EBL) and the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) are the accumulated diffuse radiation in the universe. The EBL, as part of the
diffuse extra-galactic background radiation (DEBRA), refers to the photons in the
universe. EBL contains basically two parts: the cosmic optical background (COB)
and the cosmic infrared background (CIB) shown in Figure 1.5. The very high
energy gamma rays from extra-galactic sources are absorbed by the pair production
(γ + γ → e+ + e− ) with EBL photons. The TeV gamma rays interact effectively
with EBL from 0.1 to 10 µm. As a result the spectra of extra-galactic sources are
modified by the attenuation factor shown in Figure 1.6. Considering that more high
energy gamma rays are absorbed by the pair production with the EBL, a power-law
with a cut-off energy is commonly used to fit the spectrum, as shown in Equation
1.2.
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Figure 1.5: The universe background light [9]. The extra-galactic background light
(EBL) consists of the cosmic optical background (COB) and the cosmic infrared
background (CIB) and covers photons from 0.1 µm to about a few hundreds µm.
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Figure 1.6: The curves show the predicted flux ”multaplicative attenuation factors”
resulting from TeV gamma rays interacting with EBL photons for five representative source redshifts [10]. In summary the further away the source and the higher
the gamma ray energy, the greater is the predicted attenuation. For sources at
redshif t > 0.3 little flux remains above 1 TeV (see Chapter 5 search for AGNs).

Figure 1.7 shows the Mrk 501 spectra with HAWC data compared with the results
from other experiments. The flux at 500 GeV is about 5 times more than the flux at
1 TeV and 500 times more than the flux at 5 TeV. Therefore being sensitive to lower
energy photons is critical to fit the spectra more accurately and better constrain the
limits of physics models.

E
dF
E
(E) = N ( )−α e− Ec
dE
E0

(1.2)

where N is the normalization factor, E0 is the pivot energy (1 TeV is used), α is the
index and Ec is the cut-off energy.
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Figure 1.7: The plot shows an example of the AGN Mrk 501 with significant gamma
ray flux at TeV energies. The spectra fit results of Mrk 501 were measured by
multiple experiments [11]. As the differential flux follows a power law, this appears
as a straight line in log-log scale.

1.3

Extensive Air Showers

While the VHE gamma rays can not penetrate earth’s atmosphere, the atmosphere
can be used as part of the ground based detectors. An extensive air shower is a
cascade of secondary particles produced when an energetic primary cosmic particle
enters the atmosphere. The EAS is referred to as gamma ray (GR) shower if the
primary particle is a high energy photon and cosmic ray (CR) shower if the primary
particle is a hadron. HAWC is designed to measure secondary particles of the EAS
originated from the VHE gamma rays.
The air shower cascading continues until the energy of the secondary particles
drops below the critical energy (about 84 MeV). Ionization will dominate over pair
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production and Bremsstrahlung after that and the secondary particles are absorbed
in the atmosphere. Therefore, the number of secondary particles will increase to a
point when the average energies reach the critical energy, as shwon in Figure 1.8.
Since the atmosphere has approximately 27 radiation lengths (one radiation length
is defined as the distantce over which the energy of the primary particle is decreased
to 1/e by Bremsstrahlung), few secondary particles are left at sea level unless the
primary particle has a very high energy. Thus, the ground based detectors for VHE
gamma rays should be at a high altitude that is closer to the level of shower maximum
[12]. Gamma rays create pair cascade starting at roughly 20 to 30 km and reach the
maximum particle number at about 10 km from sea level.

Figure 1.8: The plot shows the analytic prediction for the number of charged particles in a gamma ray initiated Extensive Air Shower (EAS) as a function of depth
in the atmosphere (in radiation lengths). This is also known as the longitudinal
development of the EAS [12]. As the altitude of HAWC corresponds to about 17
radiation lengths, virtually all showers are detected past shower maximum. This is
particularly true for the ”low energy” showers (energies less than 1 TeV) that are
important to HAWC and are the central topic of this thesis.

Gamma ray showers start with a pair production of the primary high energy
photons. As shown in Figure 1.9, the positrons and electrons generate photons
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recursively through Bremsstrahlung and pair production. The radiation length for
pair production is 9/7 of the that of Bremsstrahlung.
Cosmic ray showers significantly outnumber gamma ray showers and it is important to understand them so that we can reject the background as much as possible.
The diagram of hadronic EAS induced by a cosmic-ray proton interacting in the
upper atmosphere is also shown in Figure 1.9. The secondary particles of CR EAS
include mainly pions along with muons, electrons, positrons, and neutrinos from
charged pions and secondary gamma rays. Roughly 1/3 of the energy goes into
neutral pions which then decays into gamma rays.

Figure 1.9: Extensive air shower development of gamma ray (left) and cosmic ray
(right) showers [13]. The gamma ray EAS cascade is based on electro-magnetic
processes: pair production and Bremsstrahlung. The cosmic ray particle interacts
hadronically with the atmosphere generating primarily pions and other nuclei (including protons and neutrons). The neutral pions decay to gamma rays and charged
pions decay to charged muons and neutrinos.

The main difference of a CR shower and GR shower comes from the difference
of interactions in the atmosphere which then causes the difference of the lateral
distribution of the EAS secondary particles at the ground level, as shown in Figure
1.10. CR showers are quite different due to the significant number of penetrating
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muons in the secondary shower particles. The transverse momenta of the secondary
particles in the CR EAS is higher than that of GR EAS. So eventually the GR EAS
is more smooth and compact than CR EAS. The muons that are common in CR
EAS tend to significantly diverge from the direction of the primary particles, which
can be used for the hadronic shower and gamma ray shower (G/H) separation.

Figure 1.10: The hadronic shower development (right) is more dispersed and gamma
ray shower developments (left) is more smooth and compact [14]. These simple but
significant differences allow for separation of gammas from hadrons (see Chapter 4
and 6).
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Chapter 2

The High Altitude Water
Cherenkov Gamma Ray
Observatory

The high altitude water Cherenkov gamma ray observatory (HAWC) is located on
the flanks of the Sierra Negra volcano at an altitude of 4100 meters near the highest
peak in Mexico (Pico de Orizaba) at (97.3◦ W,19.0◦ N), see Figure 2.1. The main
HAWC array was completed March 19, 2015. As the successor of Milagro, HAWC
is designed to observe gamma rays and cosmic rays between 100 GeV and 100 TeV
that originated in the most extreme universal environment from galactic and extragalactic objects. The geographical location of HAWC site enables the overlap with
other observatories in North and South America and the high altitude should provides
enough sensitivity of lower energies at hundreds of GeV.
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Figure 2.1: HAWC site with complete array (November 2016).

HAWC’s altitude corresponds to roughly 17 radiation length in the atmosphere,
closer to the shower maximum than Milagro. HAWC has a wide instantaneous field
of view (FOV) of 2 sr and high duty cycle (about 95%) to cover 8.4sr daily sky, which
make it a powerful survey and monitoring experiment of TeV gamma rays from the
Northern Hemisphere between -25◦ and 65◦ in declination. HAWC’s major scientific
goals include:

• Understanding of high energy particle acceleration and propagation from galactic and extra-galactic sources.
• Monitoring and survey of VHE gamma rays from AGNs and GRBs.
• Extended objects and galactic diffuse emission.
• Other physics like EBL, dark matter etc.
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HAWC was designed to be an improved version of Milagro, which was the waterCherenkov experiment with large FOV and high duty cycle in Los Alamos, New
Mexico. The HAWC collaboration is formed with 18 US institutions, 14 Mexican
institutions and multiple European institutions for a total of more than 100 scientists
currently (fall 2018). The connections of HAWC collaborators with other experiments
including Fermi-LAT, VERITAS, and Ice-Cube enable multi-wavelength and multimessaging analysis of a broad energy range of high energy astrophysics.

2.1

Water Cherenkov Detectors

HAWC array has 300 steel water tanks in an area of 22,000 m2 . Figure 2.2 shows the
HAWC water Cherenkov detector (WCD) diagram. Each cylindrical WCD is 5 m in
height and 7.3 m in diameter filled with about 188,000 liters of purified water inside
a plastic liner (bladder). Four photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) are attached to the
bladder on the floor of the tank facing upward: one 10” Hamamatsu PMT (R7081)
in center with high-quantum efficiency and three 8 Hamamatsu PMTs (R5912) at
1.8 m from the center, shown in Figure 2.3. The four PMTs are anchored to the
liner floor of WCDs to make sure the locations are known precisely. The WCDs
dimensions are optimized for the sensitivity to detect TeV showers.
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Figure 2.2: HAWC water Cherenkov detector diagram.

HAWC uses the water Cherenkov method to sample the secondary particles of
EAS originated with high energy gamma rays and cosmic rays. Cherenkov radiation
is relatively efficient in water due to its high refractive index. The high energy
relativistic charged particles produced in air showers travel faster than light in the
water resulting in the Cherenkov radiation (blue light). The emitted Cherenkov light
forms a forward cone with an angle of 41◦ surrounding the direction of motion of the
charged particle. Basically all particle enter the tanks should be observed by at least
one PMT because the cone is quite large.
PMTs are highly sensitive devices for single photon detection. Photo-electrons
(PEs) are ejected via the photoelectric effect when Cherenkov radiation photons
strike the the photo-cathode. The probability of the photo-electron emission is quantified by the quantum efficiency (QE) ranging from 5% to 30%, which depends on
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the incident photon frequency and angle. The PEs are guided by electric field from
a high voltage and collected by a set of dynodes which multiply the electrons. The
PMT gain is defined as the ratio of the electron charge at the final anode by a single
PE to the electron charge, depending on operating voltage and the dynodes. The
four PMTs in each WCD are gain matched to ensure the response are uniform.

Figure 2.3: HAWC 10” and 8” photo-multiplier tubes. The 10” PMTs are located
at the center of WCDs.

2.2

Data Acquisition System

When a PMT detects at least one PE from the Cherenkov light, the DAQ will
record the PMT location, the charge (after charge calibration) and the time of this
detection, commonly referred as ”hit” as the basic unit of air shower events in HAWC
analysis. The PMTs signals are transmitted by high-voltage RG59 coaxial cables to
the data acquisition system (DAQ) located at the center of the array. HAWC has
two DAQs, the main DAQ recording gamma ray and cosmic ray events and a scaler
system recording signal rates in a 10 ms window. The scaler system can be used for
detecting excesses of transient sources like AGN flares and GRBs. The main DAQ
components include: PMTs, customized front-end-boards (FEBs), time-to-digital
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converter (TDCs, CAEN VX1190A) and single-board computers (SBCs), shown in
Figure 2.4. The TDC readout is controlled via the SBCs. The data collection
rate is about 450 MB/s without triggered condition and is 15-20 MB/s with trigger
conditions. The trigger requires at least 28 signal pulses from PMTs in a 150 ns
window. This results in a 24 kHz event rate and 2 TB of raw data per day.

Figure 2.4: HAWC main DAQ overview [15]. The front-end-boards, FEBs, shape
and amplify the signals and have two trigger thresholds: low and high. The output of
the FEBs is a time-over-threshold (TOT) logic level. The time-to-digital converters
(TDCs) record the times when the TOT logic signals transition from low to high
(and high to low) levels.

The FEBs amplify and shape the signal pulses and then apply two signal thresholds: a low (30 mV) and a high (50 mV) threshold. The time-stamps when the pulses
cross these thresholds are recorded by TDCs with a 100 ps time resolution, shown in
Figure 2.5. This results in two time over threshold (TOT) measurements, so called
low TOT and high TOT. The TOTs are used to measure the PMT signal amplitude
(charge in PEs) and time (in ns) for data reconstruction (more details will be discussed later). While this is nominally clever and simple, in reality a fraction of the
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time additional threshold level crossings occur because of fluctuations in the PMT
signal pulses. Therefore an ”edge-finding” algorithm is carefully designed based on
hardware and software characteristics to identify the true signal pulses.

Figure 2.5: ”Low” (top panel) and ”high” (bottom panel) time over threshold logic
signals as implemented in the FEBs. The TDCs record two times stamps (t0 and
t1 ) for small signal pulses that trigger the low threshold but not the high threshold
discriminators. For larger signal pulses that trigger both the low threshold and high
threshold discriminators, four times stamps (t0 , t1 , t2 and t3 ) are recorded by the
TDCs.

2.3

Calibration

In order to do the core and angular reconstruction of air shower events, we need
to know the charge (amplitude) and time of the PMTs signals precisely. Therefore
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a laser calibration system is designed to calibrate the TOT pulse to proper PMT
charge and time signal. The main components of the system contains a 532 nm
wavelength (green) laser, filters wheels, optical switches and radiometers, shown in
Figure 2.6.

The pulsed green laser beam is split into two beams. One goes into a 1:19 splitter
which then used to monitor the laser. Another beam goes into a set of filter wheels
(FWs, three in total) controlled by computers. Each FW has 6 different settings
for power transmission and 68 different settings are used now. The laser photon
number seen by the PMTs in the WCDs can be controlled to be from about 0.1 PE
to more than 1000 PEs. The beam after FWs then goes into a 1:37 splitter that is
connected through optical switches to fibers to each WCD. At the end of the fiber
(in each WCD) a diffuser is installed 3 m above the central 10” PMT. This simulates
the Cherenkov light from air showers. The PMTs record the calibration light and
transmit the signal to DAQ the same way as real air shower events.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of HAWC calibration system [16]. The critical components
include commercial radiometers for precision monitoring of laser intensity and a series
of filter wheels to control the output over 6 orders of magnitude in intensity. Optical
switches direct the light to a fraction (1/15) of the HAWC WCDs at any given time.

2.3.1

Charge Calibration

The main goal of charge calibration is to convert the TOT distribution to the PE
distribution that represents the PMT output charges. A 2 µm time window is selected
to include all the PMT signals from laser pulses. The whole process can be put into
three steps:
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• Determine the expected PE value (< nP E >) for each FW setting
• Calculate nP E distribution
• Match the TOT distribution to the nP E distribution
In the first step, we use ”occupancy” to map < nP E > to calibration laser intensity
”I”: < npe >= a × I + b. The occupancy is less than 100% due to two effects: the
Poisson probability that sometimes npe is zero when < nP E > is greater than zero
and the inefficiency () that 1 PE signal does not produce a low TOT; as shown in
Equation 2.1.

η(Occupancy) = 1 − e−npe −  × npe × e−npe

(2.1)

The inefficiency () is 0.035 based on the DAQ trigger threshold (0.25 V low TOT
threshold) nominally corresponding to 0.25 PE and the (Gaussian) gain smearing
factors of 0.33 for 8” and 0.50 for 10” PMTs determined by matching the single PE
peak (SPE) in the data to 1.0 PE. In practice the calibration measures the occupancy
(η) versus laser intensity (I). Applying Equation 2.2 for 0.05 < η < 0.5 allows the
parameters ”a” and ”b” to be easily determined.

η = 1 − e−(a×I+b) −  × (a × I + b) × e−(a×I+b) ≈ 1 − e−(1−)×(a×I+b)

(2.2)

The second step is to generate the nP E distribution based on Poisson probability
with < nP E >= aI + b; see Figure 2.7. We then smear each discrete value with
a Gaussian function to mimic the dynodes multiplication fluctuation effect. Afterwards, a threshold may need to be applied to simulate the low TOT and high TOT
thresholds; see Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Once the average number of photo-electrons, < nP E >= a ∗ I + b (see
text), is known as a function of laser intensity (I), the distribution of predicted nP E
follows a Poisson distribution in left plot. Gain variations, primarily from fluctuations
in the multiplication in the first dynode of the PMT, then smear these values. In
analyzing the calibration data, the PMT smearing is implemented numerically as
sketched in the middle plot. For some laser intensities it is also relevant to simulate
the minimum signal, low TOT or high TOT, threshold as sketched in the right plot.
Finally the distribution of simulated intensities are divided into 10 bins: lowest 10%,
... highest 10% simulated signals. Then a plot is made, see Figure 2.8, matching the
calibration data to the simulated signals: lowest 10% TOT = lowest 10% smeared
nP E , as so on.

The third step is to match the proper low and high TOT distributions to the nP E
distributions. We match up the TOT distribution and smeared PE distribution in
10% steps so that we have a TOT to npe scattering distribution for each of the 68
FW settings, as shown in Figure 2.8. Then we put all the 68 scattering distributions
together and perform a smoothed linear interpolation to map the TOT value to
charge value (npe ) for each PMT separately.
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Figure 2.8: Sketch showing the 10% bins of TOT data are then plotted versus the
matching 10% bin of smeared npe values. Finally a smooth interpolation is applied
(not shown) to obtain a unique TOT to npe conversion.

The left figure in Figure 2.9 shows the final charge calibration curve of one PMT.
Since the DAQ includes more electronics than just the PMT, we refer the whole
signal processing of one PMT as one channel. An automated identification system
for our totally 1200 channels has been developed based on the charge calibration
[17]. The method checks different quantities including the 1 PE (SPE) value of the
low TOT distribution, SPE width, low TOT to high TOT transit, event rate and
the calibration range and stability of channels in a longer term. The channels with
poor behavior will be labeled automatically, as shown in the right figure of Figure
2.9. The events from the bad channels will not be considered for data analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of charge calibrations for two PMTs. The left plot is representative of a ”good” channel with clear 1 PE (SPE) peak. The transition from the
calibration based on the low TOT threshold to high TOT threshold is less smooth
based largely on the TOT to npe interpolation. The right plot shows an example
of a ”bad” channel. While automated software detects these easily, typically on-site
studies are needed to identify and correct the ”bad” channel problem.

2.3.2

Time Calibration

Time calibration is critical for reconstructing the primary particle direction. The
overall relative time resolution of all channels requires to be 1 ns or below. Time
calibration includes the time difference from three effects: the different optical path
length, pulse amplitude and shower front curvature. The time difference of optical
path length are due to the different splitters and fibers and measured on site.
The TOT depends on the pulse amplitude. A large pulse signal has an earlier
low/high TOT, which is referred as the slewing time [17]. The slewing curve is used
for each channel to calibrate the slewing effect. Besides the slewing calibration, the
overall PMT signal time is also calibrated by shifting the time residuals defined as the
offset between the PMT signal time and the expected time fitted air shower front.
The time residuals are corrected multiple times and eventually a time pedestal is
assigned for each channel. The slewing curve is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The plot shows timing offsets for the 4 PMTs in a given WCD as a
function of signal size: small values of TOT are from small PMT signals and large
values are from large PMT signals. As large PMT signals have a shorter rise time
than small signals, these calibrations are referred to as (time) slewing corrections
[17].
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HAWC Analysis

HAWC has been operated with a complete detector array of 300 WCDs since March
2015. This chapter will discuss the major steps of the HAWC data analysis chain including: air shower events simulation, events core, angular and energy reconstruction,
events identification, making sky maps of events and finally the maximum likelihood
analysis of astronomical objects; see Figure 3.1. This thesis will focus on the offline
events reconstruction which is implemented for official HAWC analysis.
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Figure 3.1: The overview of HAWC analysis workflow. Data or Monte Carlo simulated events are first reconstructed resulting in many quantities relevant to the
original (gamma-ray) direction and energy as well as quantities relevant to gamma
hadron separation. Events are then grouped into analysis bins; the definition of each
bin includes a selection algorithm that enhances the fraction of gamma-ray events:
so called gamma hadron (G/H) separation. Data events are then used to make data
and background (sky) maps. Monte Carlo events are then used to determine the
point spread function, energy and selection efficiency for each analysis bin. The final
likelihood analysis obtains the best description of a given region of the sky to a tested
gamma ray source model plus background, see Figure 3.8.

3.1

Monte Carlo Simulation

In order to analyze the astronomical sources, we need to convert the data events to
meaningful flux. It is critical to understand of air shower physics and HAWC detectors and simulate the events properly. The Monte Carlo simulation (MC) mainly
contains three parts: simulate the development of air showers and particle interactions in the atmosphere, then simulate the HAWC WCDs and electronics response of
the secondary particles and finally assign weights to each simulated events to model
real physics. The goal is to minimize the disagreement of the simulated events and
the real data events therefore minimize the systematic errors.
First, we use the cosmic ray simulations for KASKADE program (CORSIKA [18])
for the air shower simulation. CORSIKA simulates the development of secondary
particles in EAS by different primary particles. The particle interactions and productions principles are briefly introduced in chapter 1. Eight cosmic ray particle species
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are simulated including: H, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si and Fe. In additional gamma rays
(photons) are simulated. The primary (CR or GR) particles are thrown from 0 to
75

◦

zenith angle and simulated until 10 m above the HAWC WCDs. A power-law

spectrum (with index 2) is used for simulation with the energy range to be 5 GeV
to 500 TeV for photons (GRs) and 5 GeV to 2 PeV for hadrons (CRs). Second, we
use the geometry and tracking package (GEANT4) to simulate the HAWC detectors
of the secondary particles from the CORSIKA. The GEANT4 library contains the
simulation of interactions in WCDs, Cherenkov light generation and PMT response.
Finally after we have the reconstructed simulation events, we need to assign weights
to each events to model physical fluxes. The simulated events are based on certain
energy distribution (power-law spectrum), zenith angle distribution and distance of
the core from the center of the array. We can correct these three factors to have
different weights so mock the isotropic/transit sources and background. The module
is implements in HAWC as the ”software for weighting events and event like things
and stuff (SWEETS).
More recently ”sub-trigger threshold” (also called ”minimum bias”) events from
real data are added to the Monte Carlo simulation (credit to Matthew Rosenberg),
along with other modifications and improvements, which makes the simulation better
agree with the real data events. This new Monte Carlo will be referred as ”new MC”,
relative to the one that used in the previous publication [19] [20] [21] as the ”old MC”.

3.2

Data Reconstruction

Gamma ray air shower events are the main object of the HAWC analysis in this
thesis. The raw data events are calibrated to detector signals in PEs and then
reconstructed for various physically meaningful quantities (features). The basic goal
of reconstruction is to determine the primary particle (gamma ray or cosmic ray)
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properties including projection of the primary particle on the array (shower core
location), direction and the estimated energy. The whole reconstruction chain will
be discussed in this section.

3.2.1

Core Reconstruction

The projection of the primary particle, which is along with the trajectory of the
concentration of secondary particles, on the detectors array is referred to as the
air shower event core location. The core can be determined by the PMTs charge
distribution. The air shower event direction is also included in the analysis to locate
the core using only PMT signals with good time agreement (50 ns) with the shower
plane. The core is reconstructed by fitting the lateral distribution, see Figure 3.2, to
the distribution of PMT signals on the HAWC array. The cosmic ray shower events
have isolated large charge away from the center due to muon production so that the
lateral distribution is less smooth compared to that of a gamma ray event.
For gamma ray showers, the energy density distribution is described by the
Nishimura- Kamata-Greisen (NKG) function [22], shown in Equation 3.1. Note that
since HAWC detectors measures energy density as a calorimeter, an extra ”1/r”
factor has to be added to the more familiar NKG function.

Energy(r) ∝ (

r
r (s−3)
)
(1 + )(s−4.5)
r0
r0

(3.1)

where r0 is the radius containing 90% secondary particles (Moliere radius) which
is 124.21 m for HAWC, s is the shower age (where s=1 the shower reaches the
maximum) and r is the distance from the fitted shower core.
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Figure 3.2: The plot shows the lateral distribution of one event in HAWC. The
vertical axis is the signal in each PMT, in photo-electrons. The horizontal axis is
the PMT distance from the fitted shower core. The blue curve shows the empirical
function (Equation3.2) used to find the shower core, compared to the PMT signals
in this event. The red curve shows the NKG function (Equation 3.2) modified for the
calorimetric measurement by HAWC WCDs, and fitted to the PMT signals within
25 m of the shower core, compared to the PMT signals in this event.

As the NKG function fit takes too much computational resource and time, a
hybrid function based on NKG function and the Gaussian function has been developed for fitting the event core (super-fast-core-fitter, SFCF) in the current analysis
implementation; see Equation 3.2.

ρ(Ne , r) = A(

1
1 −r22
e2 +
)
2
2πσ
(0.5 + (r/r0 ))3

(3.2)

where σ is 10 m to fit the localized core. The fitted function is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows the reconstructed core of a gamma ray shower event. The black
circle has a radius of 40 m. The color scale is the log of charge value for each PMT.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of a gamma ray shower on the HAWC array. The shower reconstruction finds the core at the center (marked with a star sign) of the 40m radius
circle. The color scale represents the signal (in log10(PEs)) of each PMT. The PMTs
signals are distributed smoothly on the array.

3.2.2

Angular Reconstruction

Based on the reconstructed core, we can then reconstruct the primary particle direction with the PMTs time and charge measurements. The thickness of the shower
front is about a few meters. As shown in Figure 3.4, the shower front tangent line is
perpendicular to the shower direction. To the first order, the cone shape (curvature
effect) has to be considered and corrected in the angular reconstruction due to the
fact that particles detected near the shower core are detected earlier than particles
that are away from the core. Figure 3.5 shows the signal arrival time for each PMT.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of an air shower front [6]. The HAWC array is small on this
scale and the shower front is well parameterized locally as a plane.

Besides the curvature correction, we also need to correct the sampling effect [19].
The sampling effect is related to HAWC’s DAQ only recording the earliest arriving
signal. An extra function of PEs is applied to correct the sampling effect. A χ2
fit of arriving times is performed to determine the shower front plane and then the
primary particle direction.
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Figure 3.5: Plot of a gamma ray shower on the HAWC array. The shower reconstruction finds the core at the center (marked with a star sign) of the 40 m radius
circle. The signal arrival time (in ns) in each PMT, shown by the color scale, is used
for the angular direction reconstruction of the event (shown schematically by the red
line).

3.2.3

Energy Estimation

The location and amplitude from each PMT provide enough information to estimate
the total deposited energy and then the primary particle energy. Various energy
estimators have been developed to estimated primary particle energy. One is based
on the charge amplitude lateral distribution mentioned previously. This method is
well established for cosmic ray energy estimation [23]. Another HAWC estimator is
based on neural network using reconstructed quantities.
At the time of writing this thesis, both estimators have large errors for events
below 1 TeV and also do not include air shower events that have reconstructed core
outside the array (discussion in chapter 4), therefore are not considered. Without
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binning events in energy bins, we use the simulated events to estimate the energies.
The ideas are discussed in the next session.

3.3

Analysis Bins

Without using energy estimator for individual event, we group events into analysis
bins based on the events size to map the event size to energy, see Figure 3.6. The
previously published HAWC analysis [19] defined bins based on the ratio of the
number of hits of events over the total available PMT (nHit/nChAvail), as shown in
Table 3.1 (without analysis bin 0). The analysis included bins from bin 1 to bin 9
and the low threshold for an event to be included was that there are more than 6.7%
of the available PMTs detecting the signal, which would correspond to a minimum
of 70 PMTs. The following discussion in this chapter can be performed on one or
multiple analysis bins.
Table 3.1: Events are divided into (10) analysis bins. The numbers (right column)
are chosen so that each bin contains about half the statistics of the previous bin.
Events with nHit/nChAvail < 0.044 are basically sub-threshold events and are not
analyzed.
Bin
0
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
8
9

nHit/nChAvail
0.044-0.067
0.067-0.105
0.105-0.162
0.162-0.247
0.247-0.356
0.356-0.485
0.356-0.485
0.485-0.618
0.618-0.740
0.740-0.840
0.840-1.010
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Figure 3.6: The energy distribution of each analysis bin is determined using Monte
Carlo simulated events. This plot shows the energy distribution for the HAWC
aanalysis bins used in the first Crab analysis [19] and assumes a simple power-law
spectrum of index -2.63 and source declination of 20 ◦ .

3.4

Gamma Hadron Separation

As the fraction of gamma rays to cosmic rays is tiny, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in reconstructed HAWC data is extremely low. In order to have good sensitivity
and angular resolution, we need to apply a set of criteria to reject the overwhelming
background (hadronic) events. This set of criteria is referred as ”gamma hadron
separation”(G/H cuts) in HAWC analysis, which basically means the signal and
noise events discrimination.
As shown in chapter 1, the EAS development of gamma ray and hadrons are
different. The electromagnetic cascade originated from gamma rays is more cen-
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tered and distributed more smoothly radially (from the core), shown in Figure 3.7.
Therefore the projection of the secondary particles from gamma rays will have a
clear core and distributed smoothly. On the other hand, the hadronic air shower
events produce relativistic muons with a longer penetration length. These muons
still carry enough energy while reaching the observation altitude and more randomly
positioned. So the projection of a typical hadronic events is less smooth and having
sporadic clumps. This difference provide the major discrimination power of gamma
ray events and hadronic events.
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Figure 3.7: The display of a gamma ray air shower event (top panel) and a hadronic
air shower event (bottom panel). The signal in each PMT is shown as a colored circle.
The color scale represents the signal arriving time and the (circle) size represents the
signal amplitude in each PMT. For the gamma ray event the distribution of signal
size is smooth and symmetric with respect to the shower core. In contrast for the
hadronic event there are several large signals (clumps of shower energy) outside the
40 m radius circle.

Two major features have been developed for quantifying the G/H differences
mentioned above: ”Compactness” and ”PINCness”, as defined in Equation 3.3 and
3.4. The Compactness should be small for a typical hadronic air shower event due
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to the large hits away from the core and should be large for a gamma ray event. The
PINCness is the annular reduced χ2 of PMT signals and should be small for gamma
ray events due to the smooth distribution. These two features perform very well as
discriminators for higher energy (large) air shower events (a few TeV and above) but
not as well for lower energy (small) events (TeV and below). Therefore we need more
features to reject the background effectively for small events. More details will be
discussed in the next chapter.

compactness =

nHitSP 20
CxP E40

(3.3)

where the nHitSP 20 is the hits in 20 ns window of the shower front and the CxP E40
is the maximum hit outside the 40 m radius around the core.

N

1 X (Qi − < Qi >)2
compactness =
N i=0
(σi )2

(3.4)

where N is the number of PMTs in a fixed width annulus, Qi is the signal amplitude
(charge) for individual PMT, < Q > is the averaged signal and σi is 0.25 determined
from Crab nebula data.

3.5

Map Making

After the data reconstruction process, we have the direction and time of each air
shower event. The events then need to be plotted as maps for astronomical analysis.
We can use two set of coordinates to represent the event direction (position in the
sky). One is the local coordinates using zenith (0 to 90◦ ), azimuth (0 to 360◦ ) and
the event time. Another set is the equatorial coordinates measured with declination
(DEC, -90◦ to +90◦ )and right ascension (RA, 0 to 360◦ ). The equatorial coordinates
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are based on the celestial sphere as the observer is at the center of the earth and
widely used to describe far away objects in the universe. The events are binned into
maps with HEALPIX scheme, which divide the complete sphere into parts (referred
as pixels) with the same area. The analysis in this thesis uses 12 × 10242 pixels and
each pixel is about 0.07 ◦ .
Besides the projection of data events in map scheme, also called data map in
HAWC analysis, we also need to have the maps of background events (as background
map) to calculate the excess therefore the flux. For HAWC analysis, the background
map are derived from data map. The events in the background map are basically
the hadronic ray events passed the same events and G/H criteria. These hadronic
events are basically isotropically distributed over the sky map. To genarate the
background map from the data map, the ”direct integral” method [24] is applied
to reflect the events variation due to the fluctuation of the atmosphere and HAWC
detectors/electronics, as shown in Equation 3.5.

Z
B(α, δ) =

(h, δ)R(α − h)dh

(3.5)

where α is the RA, δ is the DEC, h is the hour angle, () is the events local angular
distribution and R() is the all sky event rate.

3.6

Likelihood Analysis

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is widely used for test hypotheses with observations. Given the data, we can estimate the parameters in the tested model by
maximizing the likelihood function. HAWC collaboration has developed a likelihood
fitting framework (LiFF, Figure 3.8) based on MLE. The major steps of LiFF are:
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• Calculate the data map and background map based on real air shower events
with G/H cuts.
• Calculate the PSF and total event number based on Monte Carlo simulation
of gamma ray events and hypothesis (source model etc.) with the same G/H
cuts.
• Calculate the expected events for each pixel using PSF, expected normalization
and the background map: Nexpected = Nexpectedsignal + Nexpectedbackground
• Calculate the log-likelihood for each pixel with Poisson probability: logPi =
k e−

log( λ

k!

) where k is the measurement and λ is the expectation for each pixel.

• Sum up the log-likelihood values for all pixels in the region of interest (ROI):
P
P =
logPi . P is the likelihood of the test model with the detected events.
• Calculate the log-likelihood for each pixel with the null-hypothesis (just background): logP0i = log( λ0

k − 0
e

k!

) where k is the measurement and λ0 is the events

in background map for each pixel.
• Sum up the log-likelihood values for all pixels in the region of interest (ROI):
P
P0 =
logP0i . P0 is the likelihood of just background with the detected
events.
• Maximize the log-likelihood difference: M ax[P − P0 ] = V . This process will
return the fitted normalization and other parameters of the source model.
• According to Wilk’s theorem: if there is no source (just background), then
w = 2V distribution will be χ2 distribution with (d-m) degree of freedom
(DOF), where d is the DOF of the test model and m is the DOF of having just
background.
• Calculate the P value with w in the χ2 distribution, then apply it to the normal
distribution to have the significance level.
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• When the DOF is the χ2 distribution is 1, we have the approximation:
√
T estStatistic = signif icancelevel

√
w=

Figure 3.8: This is a schematic of the HAWC likelihood fitting framework (LiFF,
credit to Robert Lauer). As discussed in Figure 3.1, data events are used to make
data and background (sky) maps (red box in figure) and Monte Carlo simulation
events are used to determine the point spread function, energy and selection efficiency
(green box in figure).

3.7

Performance Summary

HAWC is currently the most sensitive VHE gamma ray experiment with water
Cherenkov detectors. The effective area is defined by the physical area enclosing
shower reconstructed event core locations times the combined ”triggering plus analysis efficiency” (which is bounded by 1.0) [19]. The effective area can be larger than
the HAWC instrument area (22,000 m2 ) due to the off-array events. As shown in
Figure 3.9, the effective area increases quickly up to 2 TeV and then essentially flat
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with larger energies. Figure 3.10 shows the all sky significance map with about 3
yeas HAWC data.

Figure 3.9: This plot summarizes HAWC’s overall efficiency (vertical axis) as a
function of gamma ray energy (horizontal axis) for sources that pass near-overhead
(6 ◦ < declination < 32 ◦ ). The efficiency is reported as the effective area of HAWC
and refers to the first Crab analysis [19]. At energies above 3 TeV the efficiency
is essentially flat. Below 1 TeV the efficiency decreases significantly for decreasing
gamma ray energies; the focus of this thesis is to improve HAWC’s efficiency in this
region below 1 TeV.
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Figure 3.10: The plot (in equatorial coordinates) shows HAWC’s all sky signicance
map using 1128 days data analysed with the published analysis [19] (credit to Colas
Riviere). The main features are many (48) Milky Way galaxy TeV gamma ray
sources and two extra-galactic sources: Markarian (Mrk) 421 and 501. The focus
of this thesis is to improve HAWC’s low energy sensitivity with the goal to improve
HAWC’s ability to detect and/or monitor extra-galactic sources (see Chapter 4).
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4.1

Motivations

Since the energy spectra follow a power-law to the first order, most gamma rays are at
lower energies, as an example shown in Figure 1.7. This is particularly true of AGNs
(because of the EBL biasing the flux at Earth to energies < 1T eV ) and of GRBs
which have yet to be observed at TeV energies. Enhanced low energy sensitivity
would also benefit HAWC’s program to monitor flaring states in Mrk 421 and Mrk
501. All previous published HAWC analysis [19] were optimized on air shower events
with energies at a few TeV and above, see Figure 4.1. The events with energies from
a few hundred GeV to TeV (bin 0) were not considered due to the lack of proper
reconstruction and G/H separation. This thesis is focused on both the reconstruction
and the G/H separation of events with energies from a few hundred GeV to about 1
TeV, which are critical to improve the lower energy sensitivity of HAWC analysis.
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Figure 4.1: The red curve on the plot shows the quasi-differential sensitivity of the
HAWC analysis to produce a 5 σ detection of a point source at declination 22 ◦ with
50% probability for a total observing time of 507 days [19]. This plot also shows the
differential sensitivity for major IACTs (HESS, VERITAS and MAGIC) for typical
observing times of 50 hours and for the Fermi-LAT for a total observing time of 10
years. These are compared to copies of the Crab SED scaled by: 1x, 0.1x and 0.01x
in grey. The take home is that HAWC is sensitive to sources with fluxes > 0.1 Crab.

4.2

Modified NKG Fit

The PMT hits from a large gamma ray air shower event tend to aggregate around the
core, shown in the PMT signal lateral distribution in Figure 4.2. This is not always
true for small gamma rays events. In order to fit the small events properly, we
developed a new module, referred as ”GamCore” in HAWC analysis, that implement
the NKG function fit (Equation 3.1). Gamcore is sensitive to the radial profile of the
shower which is parameterized using the shower age parameter, ”s”. For stability
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reasons this is restricted to 0.5 < s < 2.5. As typical shower age is 1.5, showers with
age s << 1.5 have a more peaked radial energy distribution and showers with age
s >> 1.5 have a rather flat radial energy distribution. The module outputs more
quantities than just the fit χ2 , air shower age and amplitude. The new quantities
include:

• Number of WCDs used for NKG fit: numP oints.

• Number of WCDs with signal larger than 2.5 PE outside a radius with expected
signal less than 1/3 PE: numSum.

• The average PE value of the WCDs in 30 m radius around the SFCF core:
aveP E.

• The maximum fraction of tanks with hits over the tanks in 30 m by scanning
the whole array: scannedF rac. This process also records the position with the
maximum fraction, referred as the ”scanned core”.

• The fraction of tanks with hits over the tanks in 30 m around the SFCF core:
f ixedF rac.

• The distance between the scanned core and the SFCF core: scannedDelCore.

These new quantities will be used as features for the gamma hadron separation
purpose.
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Figure 4.2: Most but not all gamma ray showers that trigger HAWC have a distinct
”core”. This is particularly true for events below 1 TeV that are the focus of this
thesis. The event shown in this figure has a distinct ”core”: left plot shows the event
on the HAWC event display, right plot shows the PMT charge lateral distribution
with the SFCF fit (blue curve) and the modified NKG fit (red curve). It is notable
that for low energy (small) events only PMTs near the core (25 m), have detected
signals, namely PMTs with a signal charge >= 1 PE.

4.3

Core Location

Since HAWC detectors array has limited area, it is important to understand what
would happen if part of the air shower event secondary particles are landed outside
the array. We use the reconstructed core location to approach this question. If the
core location is on the array, then most of the secondary particles are projected to
the detectors. Otherwise, the air shower event can only be observed partially and
the incomplete information may affect the reconstruction and the further analysis,
shown in Figure 4.3. The core location of an event is quantified as ”coreFiduScale”
(CFS) in reconstructed HAWC data. CFS is defined as an unit-less scaling factor of
the detectors perimeter required to contain the reconstructed core location and used
to distinguish whether the reconstructed core is ”on” or ”off” the HAWC detectors
array. If the CFS is less or equal to 100, the core is on the array. If the CFS is larger
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than 100, the core is outside the array. Figure 4.4 shows the events CFS distribution
of bin 0 and 2.

Figure 4.3: Typical HAWC ”analysis bin 0” events reconstructed with a core on-array
(left panel) and with core off-array (right panel); recall that the reconstructed core
is the red star in the event display. While ”analysis bin 0” events provide minimal
information on the shower, events with the core off-array additionally miss signals
from the un-instrumented region outside the array. As a consequence on-array and
off-array events are treated separately in this thesis.

Figure 4.4: The Monte Carlo simulated core location (CFS) distribution of ”analysis
bin 0” gamma ray events (left panel) and of ”analysis bin 2” gamma ray events
(right panel). The events with 0 < CF S < 100 are on-array and events with
100 < CF S < 150 are off-array. Events with CF S > 150 show that there is a
”background” from failed SFCF reconstructions. To exclude this ”background” only
events with CF S < 150 are retained for all analyses in this thesis.

For approximately half of the gamma ray events in analysis bin 0, the reconstructed core is outside the array. This means we would lose nearly half of the
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statistics if we perform the analysis only with the on-array events. Due to the lack
of information we can obtain for the off-array events, it is also not appropriate to
treat both the same way. Figure 4.5 shows how the PSF and core reconstruction
change as the core moves toward the outside. Both are worse for off-array events.
Therefore the idea is to separate them into different analysis bins and use different
G/H separations, which will be discussed in the next section. The analysis bin 0
on-array bin is referred as bin 0a and off-array bin is referred as 0b. Similarly, we
also have bin 1a and bin 1b.

Figure 4.5: The Monte Carlo simulated angular reconstruction uncertainty (related
to the point spread function, PSF) in degrees (left panel) and core reconstruction
error in meters (right panel) as a function of the core location (CFS) for gamma
ray events in ”analysis bin 0”. Recall that only events with CF S < 150 are retained. While the reconstruction performance is clearly degraded for events with
reconstructed core outside the array, the critical pointing precision has modest degradation for CF S < 150; this is why all these events are retained for all analyses in
this thesis.

4.4

New Gamma Hadron Separation

The goal in this section is to find the G/H cuts for analysis bin 0 and bin 1 events
by using standard HAWC features to optimize the Crab nebula significance level.
Compactness and PINCness have been used for the G/H separation in the published
HAWC analysis [19]. Two more features are used in this section: CxPE40 and
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nRatio. CxPE40 is the maximum PMT signal amplitude (PE) outside the 40 m
radius of the core, as part of the Compactness as the denominator. The nRatio is
defined as ”nHitSP20/nHit”, which means the ratio of the hits in the 20 ns time
window over the total hits of the event. The nRatio is designed this way since PMT
hits in good gamma ray events are expected to have a large nRatio (While this
is true, there is a larger issue addressed with mulit-plane fit in Section 4.6 of this
thesis). Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of all four features for the data (essentially
all cosmic ray background) and for Monte Carlo simulated gamma ray events.
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Figure 4.6: Four high level features were selected for enhancing the gamma hadron
(G/H) separation for low energy (< 1T eV ) showers in HAWC data. These features
are plotted for ”analysis bin 0” events in this figure. The blue points in the histograms
are from Monte Carlo simulated gamma ray events. The red points in the histograms
are HAWC data. As gamma rays are a tiny fraction (1 in 105 ) of HAWC events, the
HAWC data represent the cosmic ray background. A visual comparison of the blue
and red distributions provides an initial range of values for G/H optimization.

As mentioned before, the on-array events and off-array events are grouped in
different bins. Different G/H cut values of each feature have been applied on both
bins. The Crab nebula significance level is then calculated for each value of each
feature on both bins, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: As the HAWC Monte Carlo simulation does not well model all aspects
of the events, the Crab provides an ideal calibration and analysis tuning tool. These
plots show the Crab significance level based on stepping through cuts on each of the
four high level features. The red points are for ”analysis bin 0a” (on-array events) and
the blue points are for ”analysis bin 0b” (off-array events). The horizontal red and
blue lines represent the Crab significant without applying any G/H cuts. When the
points are above the lines the cuts have improved the Crab significance. The challenge
in this analysis is clear: while Figure 4.6 suggests Compactness > 5, in this figure
the Crab significance with Compactness > 2 is comparable to Compactness > 8.
The only clear improvement is seen using the nRatio feature, however this is strong
only for on-array events, ”analysis bin 0a”.

Since the G/H cuts are a cut combination of all features, simply using the optimal value of each feature from a one dimensional test may not result the optimal
combination. Since the Compactness contains the information from the CxPE40 and
part of nRatio, we only need to use CxPE40, nRatio and PINCness in the G/H cuts.
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The strategy is to find the optimal combination of CxPE40 and nRatio through a
scatter test and then add the PINCness. Figure 4.8 shows the scatter plots of ”nRatio vs CxPE40” and ”Compactness VS PINCness” for on-array and off-array events
separately.

Figure 4.8: As ”1D” selections, i.e. using one high level feature at a time, were mostly
problematic, this figure shows Crab significance (represented by a color scale) based
on ”2D” selections. Four ”2D” studies are shown: plot of ”nRatio VS CxPE40
for bin 0a” (top left), ”Compactness VS PINCness for bin 0a” (top right), ”nRatio
VS CxPE40 for bin 0b” (bottom left) and ”Compactness VS PINCness for bin 0b”
(bottom right). The Crab significance (color scale) is used to search for optimal cuts
combinations. Based on this study ”nRatio VS CxPE40” results in the most Crab
significance for both on-array and off-array events.
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Figure 4.9: The plot shows the Crab significance with fixed ”nRatio VS CxPE40”
cuts while varying a third high level feature: PINCness. The red points are Crab
significance for ”analysis bin 0a”, and blue points for ”analysis bin 0b”. The red and
blue lines show Crab significance without using G/H cuts. For both on-array and
off-array events (points) the G/H cuts improve the Crab significance. The addition
of a PINCness cut only improves the significance marginally; e.g. for on-array events
from about 6.4 to about 6.8 in this plot.

With the optimal combination of CxPE40 and nRatio, different values of PINCness are tested to have the maximum Crab significance for on-array bin and off-array
bin separately shown in Figure 4.9. The final optimized G/H cuts are listed below.
The G/H cuts efficiency for gamma rays (based on Monte Carlo simulation) is defined as the ratio of number of gamma ray events after cuts over number of gamma
ray events before cuts is shown in Figure 4.10. The gamma efficiency measures how
many gamma ray events are preserved with the cuts with the simulated events, which
is about 75% for on-array events and 50% for off-array events at 1 TeV. The lower
efficiency for off-array events are expected due to the incomplete signal we can detect. The G/H cuts also remove 75% of the total on-array events and 90% of the
total off-array events for the bin 0 data set.

• For bin 0a: CxPE40 6 16 and Nratio > 0.52 and PINCness 6 1.6
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• For bin 0b: CxPE40 6 6 and Nratio > 0.50 and PINCness 6 5.2
• For bin 1a: CxPE40 6 10 and Nratio > 0.68 and PINCness 6 2.0
• For bin 1b: CxPE40 6 8 and Nratio > 0.64 and PINCness 6 2.0

Figure 4.10: The Monte Carlo simulation is used to measure the efficiency for retention of gamma ray events using the new G/H cuts. In this figure the gamma ray
retention efficiency is plotted as a function of gamma ray energy. As in previous figures, on-array events are in red and off-array events are in blue. Typical efficiencies
for ”analysis bin 0a” are 70% and for ”analysis bin 0a” are 50%.

4.5

New Cuts Performance

In this section, the performance of the new analysis bins (bin 0a, 0b, 1a and 1b) will
be presented. The angular resolution, measured as PSF, is shown in Table 4.1 by a
Gaussian function fit with 1σ error bars. The Figure 4.11 shows the number of data
events per solid angle (sr) as a function of the squared space angle from the Crab
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nebula. The angular resolution is improved for the new analysis bins with the new
G/H cuts.

Table 4.1: The table gives the angular resolution, measured as the point spread
function (PSF), based on simulated gamma ray events (MC) and from the measured
Crab data (Data) in degrees. The ”analysis bin 0” and ”analysis bin 1” refer to the
bins in the published HAWC analysis [19]. In this new analysis each of these bins
in divided into two: on-array (0a and 1a) and off-array (0b and 1b) bins. While
the on-array performance is significantly better than off-array, the table shows that
there is a clear signal in both event categories. As the goal of the thesis is to enhance
low energy sensitivity, both categories of events are used in all subsequent source
significance measurements.
Bin
bin 0
0a
0b
bin 1
1a
1b

MC
1.18±0.44
0.92±0.05
1.17±0.19
0.71±0.04
0.60±0.02
0.79±0.04
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Data
2.49±0.50
0.64±0.07
1.11±0.18
0.68±0.04
0.54±0.04
0.89±0.06
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Figure 4.11: This figure shows the distribution of reconstructed ”event density per
solid angle” versus the ”angle difference squared” between the reconstructed events
and the direction of the Crab. The blue points are the ”signal plus background”
events distribution. The black curve is the average background events distribution
(the sloped background effect comes from declination effect and mainly for ”overhead” sources like Crab nebula). The green curve is the analytical curve of the PSF
based on simulated events. The red curve is the fitted PSF based on the Crab data.
The left panels are based on old-bin0, bin 0a and bin 0b (from top to bottom) and
the right panels are based on old-bin1, bin 1a and bin 1b (from top to bottom). The
values of the PSF are reported in Table 4.1.
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The simulated gamma ray events energy distribution is shown in Figure 4.12.
The longer tail in the black curves are from the events the CFS larger than 150.
Those events are considered as noise and removed in the new analysis bins.

Figure 4.12: The plots show the distribution of simulated gamma ray event energies
for old-bin 0, bin 0a, bin 0b (left panel) and old-bin 1, bin 1a, bin 1b (right panel).
The energies of the gamma rays producing on-array events are smaller than those of
off-array events. This reflects the reality that only a fraction of the particles (and
energy) of off-array events is detected by HAWC.

The new analysis bins and G/H cuts are validated on 2 years HAWC Crab nebula
data. The Crab significance maps are shown in Figure 4.13 for previous and new
analysis bins. There is a major improvement of bin 0 events, in both the significance
level and angular resolution / pointing. The Crab in the new ”analysis bin 0a” has
a much higher significance level at the correct location. A validation based on a
different declination (with Mrk 421 at declination 38 ◦ ) has also been performed and
the conclusion is similar.
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Figure 4.13: The figure summarizes the progress in enhancing the significance of low
energy events in HAWC. The top 3 panels are Crab nebula significance maps for oldbin 0, bin 0a and bin 0b (from left to right) with 2 years HAWC data. The bottom 3
panels are Crab nebula signicance maps of old-bin 1, bin 1a and bin 1b (from left to
right). The greatest improvement is for bin 0 where ”no” >= 5 sigma signal exists
in the published HAWC analysis [19]. As noted in Table 4.1 while the performance
is reduced for off-array events, there is a clear Crab signal in the ”analysis 0b” and
”analysis 1b” significance maps: rightmost panels in this figure.

The comparison of Crab nebula spectrum fit between the published analysis [19]
with 9 bins and the new analysis with 12 bins is shown in Figure 4.14. The fit was
performed with a power-law function with cut-off energy.
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Figure 4.14: This figure shows the spectrum fit of the Crab (based on assumed powerlaw flux spectrum with cut-off) with the previously published 9 analysis bins (left
panels, [19]) and the new 12 analysis bins (right panels). In each panel the top plot is
the number of events in the Crab versus ”analysis bin number” and the bottom plot
is the residual (data minus fit) versus ”analysis bin number”. The fitted index and
cut-off energy with the previous analysis bins are 2.21±0.03 & 28.47±3.15. The fitted
index and cut-off energy with the new analysis bins are 2.29±0.02 & 34.23±3.10.

HAWC has detected 39 TeV-gamma-ray sources with about 500 days data until
July 2017 [20] as HAWC’s first catalog. A comparison of significance distributions
between the published analysis [19] and the new analysis is shown in Figure 4.15.
The TS difference distribution shows the improvement of the new analysis compared
to the published one.
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Figure 4.15: This figure compares the significance level of the 39 TeV-gamma-ray
sources detected by HAWC [20] based on the previously published 9 bins analysis
[19] and on the new 12 bins analysis. The left panel shows the previously published 9
bins analysis (in blue) and the new 12 bins analysis (in red). The right panel shows
the difference, new 12 bin analysis minus old 9 bin analysis, of the test statistic
(TS, as the squared significance level); the majority of the sources are observed with
greater significance using the new 12 bins analysis. The outlier with TS difference
> 250 is the Crab nebula which was used to optimize the 12 bins analysis.

4.6

Multiple Plane Fit

The interpretation of HAWC raw detector signals, as events reconstruction, is critical
for HAWC analysis. The more accurate the reconstruction is, the better gamma
hadron separation can be and therefore better sensitivity we can achieve. In the
reconstruction mentioned previously, PMT hits are fitted assuming one event with
one shower front plane. But in reality the air showers do not hit the HAWC array one
by one. Two or more events can be detected simultaneously; see for example Figure
4.16. Since the lower energy events rate is much higher than higher energy events,
the overlap probability is also higher. It is important to consider this overlapping
effect for small events analysis.
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Figure 4.16: HAWC event display showing that two (smaller) events often hit the array simultaneously and are nominally considered as one event with the HAWC event
selection. This is particularly true for low energy gamma ray showers. Low energy
showers never deposit much energy on the HAWC array and are often ”promoted”
to pass the HAWC trigger by combining their signals with a second (or third shower)
all in approximate time coincidence.

The existing HAWC module ”multi-plane-fit” (MPF, developed by Jim Braun)
can fit the PMT hits into multiple shower front planes instead of just one. The MPF
module determines the total number of planes, current limit is 3, and matches the
PMT hits to shower fronts. This is done by calculating the likelihood of each hit
belonging to a certain plane and maximize the total likelihood, see Equation 4.1, of
all hits. The shower plane with the most associated hits is labeled the ”dominant
plane”. All PMT hits closest in time with this plane are retained for analysis of the
event. Figure 4.17 shows how MPF impacts the ratio of nHitSP20/(total nHit) for
”analysis bin 0” events. Figure 4.18 shows the number of shower planes found for
events in ”analysis bin 0”. Figure 4.19 shows the total hits, hits of the dominant
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plane and hits of the second plane for ”analysis bin 0” and ”analysis bin 1” events.

Hits
lanes
Y PX
−
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− →
τ
(t − Ti,j )2
τc
√ j exp( i
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2πσ
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(4.1)

→
−
→
−
where X is the hits vector, θ is the shower front plane vector, τj is the mixing
P
efficient defined as τc + tanj = 1, σj is the shower plane width, ∆T is the hits time
window, ti is the hit i time, Ti,j is the expected arrival time of hit i for plane j.
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Figure 4.17: This figure compares HAWC events analyzed with the default event
reconstruction (left panel) and with the multi-plane fit (MPF) option reconstruction
(right panel). The plots show the ratio of PMT hits (PMTs with >= 1 PE signal)
within 20 ns of the reconstructed shower front over the total hits in an event. The
blue points correspond to Monte Carlo simulations that ignore the inclusion of 2nd
and 3rd showers in a given HAWC triggered event. The red points correspond to
new Monte Carlo simulations that add ”minimum bias” background showers to the
simulations; this simulation is now in good agreement with the HAWC data which
are the black points. The left panel shows a two-peak structure in the new MC,
and data, distribution reflecting the reality of multiple shower (timing) planes in a
given HAWC event for events reconstructed with the default event reconstruction.
With the MPF option reconstruction, the first step is to identify the possible shower
planes in each trigger event. That done, only the PMT hits that are closest in time
to the dominant MPF plane (i.e. plane with the most associated PMTs) are passed
on to event reconstruction. This removes ”extraneous” hits and redefines the total
number of hits in the event to be the hits associated with the dominant MPF plane.
The right panel shows that adding the MPF option result in a broad but single-peak
structure for the ratio of PMT hits within 20 ns of the reconstructed shower front
over the total number of hits in the event.
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Figure 4.18: This figure compares the number of shower planes in HAWC ”analysis
bin 0” events to Monte Carlo predictions. The plot shows the fraction of events
versus the number of MPF detected shower planes in the event. Note the horizontal
axis bin ”1 to 2” means 1 plane, the bin ”2 to 3” means 2 planes and so on. The
blue points correspond to Monte Carlo simulations that ignore the inclusion of 2nd
and 3rd showers in a given HAWC triggered event. The red points correspond to the
new Monte Carlo simulations that add ”minimum bias” background showers to the
simulations; this simulation is now in good agreement with the HAWC data which
are the black points. For this analysis bin, it is most likely (about 55%) that there
are two shower (planes) in the event. Not shown is that the probability for 2 or more
shower planes in a given event decreases significantly in the higher analysis bins. By
”analysis bin 9” less than 1% events are fitted to 2 or more shower planes.
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Figure 4.19: This figure shows the total hits, the hits associated with the MPF
dominant plane and the hits associated with the MPF second most populated plane
for events in ”analysis bin 0” (top panels) and ”analysis bin 1” (bottom panels). The
larger ”analysis bin 1” events have more hits in the dominant plane (as this is used
to place them in ”analysis bin 0” or ”analysis bin 1”) and more total hits. The ”hits
distribution” in the second most populated plane (right most plots) are to 0th order
independent of the ”analysis bin” and in the plots are labeled ”noise”. As there is
no clear correlation of this ”noise” with the dominant plane signal they are dropped
from the reconstruction.

Figure 4.20 shows the simulated events performance for events with different
sizes. The nHit fraction is ”nHit/nChAvail”, which is also used to define analysis
bins, represent the size of a event. The median delAngle is smaller with MPF for
smaller events therefore better angular resolution. The reconstructed energy (from
the existing energy estimator by Samuel Marinelli) also agrees more to the true
energy with MPF for smaller events.
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Figure 4.20: This figure shows the impact of the MPF option reconstruction on
various physics quantities: the event angular reconstruction error (related to the
PSF) and the shower energy estimation. The top panel plots the the median angular
reconstruction error (delAngle) in degrees versus the fraction of hit PMTs (to the
total number of HAWC active PMTs). The bottom panel plots the median energy, as
log10(Energy/1 GeV), versus the fraction of hit PMTs (to the total number of HAWC
active PMTs). The MPF option reconstruction mainly improves the reconstruction
of smaller (and thus lower energy) events.

The MPF module returns additional features including the number of hits in the
dominant plane, the number of hits in the second plane, the number of fitted shower
front planes etc., which can be used as G/H separators. The Crab nebula significance
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maps are also compared to further validate the MPF with 1 year HAWC data (2016),
as shown in Figure 4.21. The MPF is not used for the nearby AGN survey in this
thesis since it has not been implemented for the current reconstructed HAWC data,
but is used for the research in this thesis in chapter 6.

Figure 4.21: This figure shows the impact of the MPF option reconstruction on the
Crab nebula signicance map for 1 year HAWC data for combined ”analysis bin 0”
and ”analysis bin 1” with ”analysis bins” based on published analysis [19]. The left
panel map (10.31 σ significance) is based on reconstruction without the MPF option
and the left panel map (14.48 σ significance) is based on reconstruction with the
MPF option. This improvement is expected to be even greater with better analysis
G/H cuts (see Chapter 6).
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Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are the most numerous class of identified very-highenergy (VHE) γ-ray sources. HAWC has so far detected two of the brightest VHE
AGNs, Markarian 421 (Mrk 421) and Markarian 501 (Mrk 501) [11]. In this chapter,
a systematic survey of AGN locations with the combined data from over two years
of observations from the HAWC Observatory will be presented. With a duty cycle of
∼ 95% and a daily exposure of ∼ 6 hours for any location in 2/3 of the sky, HAWC
provides unique long-term monitoring data that makes it possible to extend surveys
like those of Fermi-LAT to TeV energies. We select sources based on HAWC’s FOV
(declination 19 ◦ ± 40 ◦ ) and redshift limits (0.001 < z < 0.3) for extragalactic sources
from ”The Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT Sources” (3FHL) [25]. To avoid source
confusion, we exclude sources within ± 5
than 3

◦

◦

of the galactic plane and sources closer

to sources detected by HAWC [20]. Due to the pair production interaction

between the VHE photons and the extra-galactic background light (EBL), we do not
expect HAWC to detect very far away sources. Therefore we have limits for red-shift.
We found 134 AGNs identified in the 3FHL that meet these criteria. This source list
contains mostly BL Lac objects, as well as a few FSRQs and radio galaxies (e.g. M
87). The survey is based on more than two years data (760 days) from HAWC with
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a low energy sensitivity improved analysis mentioned in chapter 4. Figure 5.1 shows
a sky-map with all the selected sources positions.

Figure 5.1: The position of selected 132 sources (excluding Mrk421 and Mrk501) for
this survey. The figure is in equatorial coordinates and each circle represents one
source. The points with high significances are sources detected by HAWC [20].

5.1

Analysis

The HAWC analysis [19] uses data bins based on the fraction of available photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) that record light during the particle shower [19]. Each analysis
bin has a set of gamma hadron separation cuts that are based on optimizing Crab
significance from HAWC data. In the standard HAWC analysis, the data bin with
the smallest particle showers is not included. With the improved analysis from previous chapter, we find a set of G/H separation cuts for the lowest data bin and also
re-optimized the G/H separation cuts for the second lowest data bin based on over
two years data. In the standard analysis, the Crab nebula is not detected with the
lowest data bin with two-year HAWC data, while we have a detection with ∼ 9σ for
one year data in the newly optimized lowest data bin. The improved analysis en-
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hances HAWC sensitivity to gamma rays in the two lowest data bins, which includes
the smallest events that trigger 4.4% to 10.5% of ∼ 1200 PMTs. The mean energy
of events in the lowest data bin is ∼ 300 GeV. This is smaller than that from the
standard analysis, which is ∼ 1.1 TeV. For hard spectra, both analyses give very consistent results on upper limits, but the improved analysis has a better performance
for small, lower energy showers that are relevant in steep spectra.
Figure 5.2 summarizes the sensitivities of the improved analysis for different spectrum assumptions. The sensitivity is defined as the 95 % confidence level (95CL)
average upper limit from the background-only hypothesis. We employ a likelihood
analysis [26] that is based on a spectral model to interpret the data. For each source,
the intrinsic model is attenuated by the EBL absorption based on the model from
[10].

Figure 5.2: Sensitivity of HAWC based on 2 years data, where the sensitivity is
defined as the 95 % confidence level upper limit. The left panel shows sensitivities
for spectra with different power law indices without EBL absorption. The right panel
shows the sensitivities to intrinsic spectra with spectrum index -2.5 and different redshifts, including EBL absorption effects.

The left part of Figure 5.3 shows the energy range that contributes 75% to the
test statistic in the point source search [20]. The photon energy ranges that are
covered by our observations depend on the spectral model and are also calculated for
a power law index -2.5 with different red-shifts for different declination. The right
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panel in Figure 5.3 shows the energy range for the different model spectra of the
selected 134 3FHL sources.

Figure 5.3: Left panel: upper and lower ends of the energy range contributing to the
central 75% of the test statistic of the point source search. Right panel: the energy
ranges of 134 selected 3FHL sources.

5.2

Survey Results

We have applied the analysis to all selected 134 sources and observed significances
> 5 σ (pre-trial) only for Mrk 421 (39.47σ) and Mrk 501 (23.17 σ). Therefore, we
calculated the 95% confidence level upper limit for each source excluding Mrk 421
and Mrk 501. The significance distribution of the remaining 132 sources (excluding
Mrk 421 and Mrk 501) is shown in Figure 5.4. The distribution is not skewed to
positive values therefore it shows no sign of a statistical detection. To understand
the significance distribution in Figure 5.4, we checked 132 random points in the sky
and calculated the significance. We repeated this process for 500 times, normalized
the distribution and did a Gaussian function fit, which is also shown in red in Figure
5.4. The outlier on the right side is VER J0521+211 (∼ 3.8 σ), which is 3.07 ◦ away
from the Crab nebula.
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Figure 5.4: The significance distribution (in blue) of selected 3FHL sources (excluding Mrk 421 and Mrk 501). The histogram in red (with a Gaussian function fit)
shows the significance distribution of random points in the sky.

Due to the non-detection of the 132 sources, we calculated individual flux limits
with the method discussed in [27] and compared to a direct extrapolation of the
Fermi-LAT flux measurement presented in the 3FHL. For both limits and flux extrapolations, we take into account the information from the 3FHL catalog for each
individual source including location, red-shift and power law spectrum index. The
EBL absorption is applied for the calculation of fluxes. Overview of the comparison
of HAWC 95 CL upper limits and extrapolations from Fermi-LAT results are shown
in Figure 5.5. The 95 CL upper limit represents the largest source flux while the
source remains un-detected with a 95% probability. For most source, the HAWC
upper limit is higher than the extrapolation result. However there are a total of 23
sources for which HAWC can constrain the fluxes to lower levels than the extrapolations based on the information from 3FHL, shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: The HAWC 95 CL upper limits (differential flux at 1 TeV) vs Fermi-LAT
results extrapolations. The red points are the HAWC 95 CL upper limits and the
blue points are the Fermi-LAT extrapolation results. The HAWC measurements are
for two Markarians (green stars). For most sources, the HAWC upper limits are close
to the average upper limits. The two sources with very low fluxes are due to the very
soft spectra and large red-shift.
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Table 5.1: The 23 sources that HAWC’s 95 CL upper limits are lower than the
extrapolated fluxes from 3FHL spectra. The ”Z” column contain the red-shift, the
”S.I.” column is the spectrum index from 3FHL, the ”σ” column is the significance
level with 2 years HAWC data, the ”UL” column is the HAWC 95 CL upper limits
and the ”Flux” column is the extrapolated fluxes from 3FHL information. The unit
of the HAWC upper limits and Fermi-LAT fluxes is T eV −1 cm−2 s−1 .
Name
PMN J0152+0146
TXS 0210+515
IC 310
4C +39.12
TXS 0518+211
RX J0648.7+1516
1ES 0647+250
4C +42.22
B2 0806+35
PMN J0806-1311
RBS 0958
RBS 0970
3C 264
PG 1218+304
M 87
MG1 J125348+0326
CGCG 050-083
I Zw 187
MG2 J204208+2426
B3 2247+381
TXS 2320+343
1ES 2321+419
1ES 2344+514

(RA,DEC)
(28.17,1.79)
(33.63,51.76)
(49.17,41.33)
(53.59,39.34)
(80.44,21.21)
(102.19,15.28)
(102.70,25.06)
(104.06,42.60)
(122.43,34.96)
(124.11,-13.19)
(169.27,20.24)
(170.20,42.20)
(176.27,19.59)
(185.34,30.17)
(187.70,12.39)
(193.45,3.47)
(235.90,4.88)
(262.09,50.22)
(310.52,24.48)
(342.51,38.43)
(350.66,34.61)
(350.97,42.18)
(356.77,51.70)

Z
0.080
0.049
0.019
0.021
0.108
0.179
0.203
0.059
0.083
0.046
0.138
0.124
0.022
0.184
0.004
0.066
0.040
0.055
0.104
0.119
0.098
0.059
0.044

S.I.
2.11
1.55
1.49
1.76
2.15
1.83
1.81
1.96
1.71
2.18
1.92
2.07
1.65
1.86
1.81
2.07
2.30
2.00
1.88
1.65
1.86
2.35
1.85

σ
-0.55
1.54
0.02
-0.43
3.77
0.66
-1.71
-1.58
1.00
-2.21
1.33
-0.07
1.63
1.79
0.08
-1.31
-1.43
0.31
-0.14
-0.63
0.39
-1.81
-0.01

UL
5.51e-13
1.21e-12
1.11e-13
1.52e-13
1.90e-12
8.76e-13
2.56e-13
2.99e-13
6.90e-13
6.23e-13
1.03e-12
1.10e-12
2.00e-13
1.44e-12
3.12e-14
2.80e-13
2.59e-13
1.52e-12
4.46e-13
4.52e-13
7.29e-13
3.92e-13
9.55e-13

Flux
6.61e-13
1.85e-12
2.91e-12
9.12e-13
4.64e-12
1.33e-12
2.04e-12
3.05e-13
7.34e-13
1.55e-12
9.63e-13
1.28e-12
1.04e-12
2.66e-12
2.95e-12
3.78e-13
2.76e-13
2.94e-12
5.30e-13
2.14e-12
6.75e-13
7.35e-13
6.10e-12

Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show spectra of two example sources with constrains from
HAWC. The purple curves show the 95CL upper limit from background-only hypothesis. For B3 2247+381 (Figure 5.6), the HAWC 95CL upper limit is lower
than the Fermi-LAT extrapolation result. The magenta line shows a short time duration measurement from MAGIC [28] before the period covered by HAWC data.
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The spectral shape from the MAGIC measurement is different than the Fermi-LAT
extrapolation. If this spectral shape by MAGIC is a good model for the whole 2year period that HAWC covers, the non-detection and the HAWC upper limit are
consistent with the MAGIC result.

Figure 5.6: One example (B3 2247+381) showing how HAWC’s 95 CL upper limit
can constrain the flux to a level lower than Fermi-LAT extrapolation result, based
on 3FHL information. We include a short time duration measurement from MAGIC
in earlier time. Please see text for more discussion.

For M 87 (Figure 5.7), the HAWC 95CL upper limit is much lower than the
Fermi-LAT extrapolation result. We also include short duration measurements from
MAGIC [29], VERITAS [30] and HESS [31], all before the HAWC data period. These
Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) measured softer spectra (∼ 2.2) from >
100 GeV to a few TeV, compared to ∼ 1.8 as from 3FHL. The upper limit from
HAWC is significantly lower than the flux expected from a simple extrapolation of
these IACT’s results at higher energies. There may be several explanations for this.
The hard spectrum index we used in the context of performing a systematic survey
based on the 3FHL information may not be appropriate at multi TeV energies.
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Furthermore, the flux of M 87 has been observed to be variable and the 2 years
that HAWC covers might be dominated by lower flux state compared to the earlier
measurements from these IACTs. For a separate discussion of M 87 with HAWC
data, see [32].

Figure 5.7: Another example (M 87) showing how HAWC’s 95 CL upper limit can
constrain the flux to a level lower than Fermi-LAT extrapolation result, based on
3FHL information. We include the short time duration measurements from IACTs,
which have much softer spectra shape. Please see text for more discussion.

5.3

Survey Summary

HAWC data from over two years of operation have made possible the first systematic
survey of nearby AGNs at TeV energies. Our study is based on sources selected from
the Fermi-LAT 3FHL catalog. The selected 134 AGNs include mostly BL Lac objects
and some FSRQs and radio galaxies. Out of this list, only Mrk 421 and Mrk 501 have
been detected with HAWC, as previously reported. We calculated 95% confidence
level upper limits for the other 132 sources. There are a total of 23 sources for which
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HAWC can constrain the fluxes below the Fermi-LAT extrapolated results. One of
the most constraining upper limits, in view of Fermi-LAT extrapolation and IACT
results, is that for M 87.
The 3FHL catalog provides the most complete information on gamma-ray emissions so far for AGNs not yet observed at TeV energies. In part to compensate for
the difference between the Fermi-LAT energies and HAWC energies, this analysis
included the EBL absorption correction. 3FHL sources that have been observed by
IACT’s, like the examples in Figure 5.6 and 5.7, have potentially been observed in
flaring states. Thus, these IACT flux measurements may not represent a long term
AGN behavior. The results from HAWC, on the other hand, are the most constraining limits on two year average flux averages for these AGNs at TeV energies.
Separate analyses of AGNs using different information are the topics of other HAWC
studies [32].
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G/H Separation with Machine
Learning Technique

6.1

Machine Learning Techniques

Machine learning techniques are widely used in high energy physics and particle
physics in recent decades. A widely quoted and formal definition of machine learning
from Tom Michael Mitchell is:

• A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some
class of tasks T and performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T,
as measured by P, improves with experience E.

In other words, machine learning techniques give computers the abilities to learn
without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning can be categorized into two
basic categories: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning uses data examples with input variables (sometimes also called features) and the
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corresponding outputs. The training means the computers learn a general rule to
map inputs to outputs, which then can be used for unlabeled data events. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, means the computers learn from unlabeled data
examples. During the training process, the computer can discover hidden patterns
or structures of the data examples.
Machine learning can also be categorized based on the learning task, which can be
classification, regression or clustering. Classification tasks are typically implemented
in supervised learning manner. Identifying signal events from background events is a
typical classification problem; this is the issue for gamma hadron (G/H) separation
in HAWC. The computer will learn from labeled data examples and then be able
to assign output class(es) for unlabeled data events: see Section 6.4. Regression is
also a supervised problem which enable the computer to predict continuous numbers
instead of discrete classes. Clustering is more in unsupervised learning domain, which
can divide data events into groups.
In chapter 4, the gamma hadron (G/H) cuts were optimized by manually searching to determine the optimal combination of feature cut values for each analysis bin.
The treatment will be different for this chapter. We use Monte Carlo simulation,
which contains labeled data with events’ true nature (gamma or hadron events) and
other information, to train the computer to label events as signal or background for
real unlabeled data events. A common work flow for supervised learning includes
the following steps and will be discussed later in this chapter.

• Prepare the data
• Choose a model
• Fit the model (training) in different configurations
• Compare and validate models
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• Apply the chosen model for prediction

6.2
6.2.1

Prepare the data
Data quality control

The preparation of data is normally the first step of the work flow and it can be quite
time consuming. A good understanding of the data itself and the training task are
required. A set of data quality cuts will be applied on Monte Carlo simulation and
real data for the data cleaning purpose. As shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2, the quality
cuts help to remove events that are very likely to be noise or events that are not well
reconstructed. The quality cuts include:

• rec.nChAvail >= 700 : require enough live detectors

• rec.coreFitStatus == 0 : require a successfully core fit

• rec.angleFitStatus == 0 : require a successfully plane fit

• rec.coreFiduScale < 150 : require the event’s core to be on/near the array

• rec.zenithAngle < 60

◦

: require smaller zenith angle
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Figure 6.1: For gamma hadron (G/H) separation using neural networks with machine
learning, 40 high level HAWC data analysis features were selected. This figure shows
the distribution of one such feature, the reconstructed zenith angle (in degrees) of
HAWC events. For all 40 features loose quality cuts were applied to retain well
reconstructed events; for zenith this retains events with zenith < 60◦ shown as the
red line.

Figure 6.2: Similar to Figure 6.1, this figure shows the data quality cut applied to the
reconstructed shower core location as expressed in ”rec.coreFiduScale (CFS)”. The
quality cut CF S < 150 (red line) is to exclude a ”background” from failed SFCF
reconstructions.
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6.2.2

Data binning

Previously the data was binned in ”nHit/nChAvail”, which is the fraction of hits
over all the available channels. Multiple HAWC collaboration groups have changed
the binning scheme to ”nHitSP20/nChAvail”, which is the fraction of hits over the
hits in the ± 20 ns of the event shower front, because the hits in the event time
window is a better measurement than the total channels at that time by removing
hits that are not relevant to the shower. This is less of an issue with multi-plane-fit
(MPF) because MPF removes the irrelevant hits automatically. In order to make
this analysis more consistent with the others’, the same binning definition will be
implemented in this chapter.

To define the analysis bins, we choose ”nHit(dominant)” values (comes out of
MPF) and corresponding ”nHitSP20” that closely match the original ”nHit” threshold. Originally we had 50 for the nHit value low threshold. As Figure 6.3 and
6.4 show, we can map that threshold from ”nHit” to ”nHit dominant” then to
”nHitSP20”. The Table 6.1 shows the new fHit bins definitions and the corresponding nHit bins that were used in previous chapters. Figure 6.5 shows the Monte Carlo
predictions of energy for fHit values. This chapter will mainly focus on the first three
bins, namely 0a 0b and 0c. The overflow bin is added for the completeness of the
study.
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Figure 6.3: As discussed in Section 4.6, more than one extensive air shower can arrive
at the HAWC detector within the trigger time window. The multi-plane fit (MPF)
option in the HAWC reconstruction addresses this issue and results in a significant
improvement in gamma ray reconstruction: see Figure 4.21. This figure shows how
the number of hit PMTs in the dominant shower, identified using the MPF option in
reconstruction and labeled nHit dominant (X-axis), is related to the (total) number of
hit PMTs in the event, labeled nHit total (Y-axis). The left panel is the scatter plot
and the right panel shows the mean values for nHit total (Y-axis). For small values
of nHit, nHit total ”plateaus” at about 40 reflecting the event trigger requirement
(which applies of course to the total of the PMTs hit within the HAWC trigger time
window). While the nHit dominant information is most relevant to the analysis of
the event, the nHit total information is retained at a minimum to allow comparisons
with (other) HAWC analyses.

Figure 6.4: The majority of HAWC data have not been reconstructed with the MPFoption. Instead the quantity ”nHitSP20”, namely the number of hit PMTs within
20 ns of the (overall) reconstructed shower plane, is used to put events into the
different HAWC ”analysis bins”. To follow the HAWC choice of ”analysis binning”
using ”nHitSP20”, this figure shows the mapping from nHit dominant (X-axis) vs
nHitSP20 (Y-axis). The left panel is the scatter plot and the right panel shows
the mean values for nHitSP20 (Y-axis). Both plots show (sanity check) that nHit
dominant (X-axis) is always greater that nHitSP20 (Y-axis).
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Table 6.1: HAWC ”analysis bins” use ratios of nHit PMTs to total number of available PMTs (at the time of the event trigger). The bins are then given names: eg nHit
bin 0, nHit bin 1, etc. The nHit bin 0 to 9 (left column) correspond to the published
HAWC analysis [19]. The new binning using ”nHitSP20”, see Figure 6.4, are based
on the ratio ”nHitSP20/nChAvail”. For the analysis in Chapter 6 of this thesis, 6
bins are defined; these are labelled fHit 0a, fHit 0b, etc. The analysis bin names
(middle column) correspond to the ”nHitSP20/nChAvail” ratios (right column).
nHit bin
0
1
2
3
4
5-9

fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H(overflow)

nHitSP20/nChAvail
0.030-0.050
0.050-0.075
0.075-0.100
0.100-0.200
0.200-0.300
0.300-1.000

Figure 6.5: The plot shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray average
event energy, E, in log10(E/1GeV ) (Y-axis) versus the event fHit value (X-axis).
The minimum (threshold) fHit value of 0.03 (see Table 6.1) corresponds to gammarays of about 200 GeV.
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6.3

Monte Carlo Simulation Performance

With the new binning definition, one can check the general performance of the Monte
Carlo simulation of HAWC. The two most important things are the point spread function (PSF) and the energy distribution. The PSF is related to (can be calculated
from) the delAngle distribution, where delAngle is defined as the angle difference
between the true direction and the reconstructed direction for a Monte Carlo simulation event. Smaller delAngle results in a smaller PSF and better pointing ability.
The Monte Carlo predictions for delAngle and energy are given in Tables 6.2 and
6.3. As one would expect, delAngle values are smaller (i.e. better) for higher bins
because the core and angular reconstruction is general better for larger events. Most
events with a few hundred GeV are in the first three analysis bins from fHit 0a to
0c. The last fHit bin ”H” contains all the large energy events for the completeness
of the analysis.

Table 6.2: This table shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray angular
reconstruction error, delAngle, in degrees for the 6 fHit analysis bins (see Table 6.1).
The center column is the mean value for delAngle; the right column shows the range
of delAngle values containing 68% (mean ± 1σ). Gamma hadron (G/H) separation
selections have not been applied. The G/H selections in this chapter are expected
to effect predominantly the lower energy analysis bins (fHit 0a 0b 0c).
fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H

delAngle Mean
1.67
1.18
0.99
0.77
0.55
0.38
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68% containment
0.80 → 3.48
0.56 → 2.16
0.48 → 1.76
0.35 → 1.41
0.25 → 1.09
0.16 → 0.77
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Table 6.3: This table shows the Monte Carlo predictions for gamma ray event energies, in GeV, for the 6 fHit analysis bins (see Table 6.1). The center column is
the mean value for gamma ray event energies; the right column shows the range
of gamma ray event energies containing 68% (mean ± 1σ). Gamma hadron (G/H)
separation selections have not been applied. Most of the gamma ray events below 1
TeV are in the first three analysis bins (fHit 0a 0b 0c).
fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H

Energy Mean
369
537
751
1194
2335
5449

68% containment
133 → 913
220 → 1241
338 → 1620
559 → 2445
1251 → 4381
2725 → 12818

The Monte Carlo events are weighted as mentioned in Section 3.1. For both
gamma ray and cosmic ray, some of the low energy events have very large weight,
as shown in Figure 6.6. This is a potential issue for the training since those events
weights are used in the optimization process. The solution is to cap the weights with
different values so that the energy distribution (spectrum) doesn’t change much (see
Figure 6.7). By comparing difference caps, 10000 is chosen for this purpose.
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Figure 6.6: Monte Carlo simulation events are thrown with one power law distribution of event energies, distribution of zenith angles and radial distribution from
the center of the HAWC array. Event weights, e.g. transit weights (TWgt), are
then used to modify the ”thrown” distribution to the distribution appropriate for
the analysis of a given gamma ray source with specific: source declination and assumed (or known) source flux spectrum. This plot shows the event weights (X axis)
vs energy (E) in log10(E/1GeV ) (Y axis) appropriate for the Crab nebula. Some
simulated gamma ray events have very large weights that could potentially causes
issues for the the training of a neural network.
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Figure 6.7: The left panel: shows the log-log distribution of Mone Carlo ”accepted
gamma ray events” versus energy without any TWgt restriction. The right panel:
shows the same distribution with TWgt capped at 10000. As the simulated gamma
rays energy distribution is stable, the neural network training caps event TWgt at
10000; i.e. any event T W gt > 10000 is reset to 10000.

6.4

Classification Of Events

Identifying signal events from background events is a typical classification problem.
The HAWC Monte Carlo simulates both gamma ray events and cosmic ray (hadronic)
events. The simulated events have all information including the actual particle type,
direction, energy etc. The conventional treatment is to label gamma ray events as
signal and the hadronic events as background. Some gamma ray events have large
delAngle, which means the reconstructed direction is very different from the actual
direction. Some gamma ray events have large delCore, which means the reconstructed
core is very different from the true core position. Those gamma ray events will likely
contribute more to the background statistics than the signal. So in this chapter, we
will treat the poor reconstructed gamma ray events as background instead of signal.
The definition of a signal event is below:

• particleID is 1: gamma ray event
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• delAngle < 80% percentage value of simulated gamma rays delAngle distribution: good angular reconstruction.

• delCore < 80% percentage value of simulated gamma rays delCore distribution:
good core reconstruction.

All the three conditions have to be satisfied to be labeled as signal for each analysis
bin. The 80 % threshold cuts remove the events with relatively poor reconstruction.
The Figure 6.8 shows the differences of the energy and reconstructed core position
distributions between the two group events (based on Monte Carlo simulation). The
poor reconstructed events have more events with large energy and being off-array.
This is what we expected empirically. Table 6.4 shows the expected events number
for each class with Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 6.8: In Section 4 and Figure 4.13, it was found that keeping gamma rays with
cores off the array, core fiducial scale (CFS) 100 < CF S < 150, could increase the
significance of a source such as the Crab nebula. In Section 6.4, rather than making
hard selections based on CFS, it is proposed to include the precision of the gamma ray
event angular (delAngle) and core position (delCore) into the definition of a gamma
ray event. This figure shows the energy (left panel) and reconstructed core position
(right panel) distributions (for fHit ”analysis bin 0c”) of well reconstructed Monte
Carlo simulation gamma ray events (so called true good gamma: GG) and the poorly
reconstructed Monte Carlo simulation gamma ray events (so call true bad gamma:
BG). The right panel confirms that GG selection is a ”soft” implementation of a
CFS restriction. And as GG are more likely to have cores on the HAWC array the
energy distribution of these events emphasizes lower energy events; see also Figure
4.12.
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Table 6.4: The weighted number of events in the Monte Carlo simulation data sets for
each (output) class based on training using Monte Carlo gamma and Monte Carlo
hadron (background) events. This allows for the maximum number of 4 possible
classes: good gamma, bad gamma, good hadron and bad hadron. The number of
weighted gamma events is tiny (in comparison to the number of hadrons) reflecting
the tiny gamma ray to hadron (cosmic ray background) ratio in nature. The numbers
are re-scaled for the purpose of neural net training.
fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H

Gamma(good)
154
77
37
50
13
11

Gamma(bad)
69
26
12
16
4
3

Hadron(good)
33 Million
15 Million
7 Million
9 Million
3 Million
3 Million

Hadron(bad)
10 Million
4 Million
1 Million
2 Million
0.4 Million
0.5 Million

The number of output classes can vary; those studied in this thesis are summarized in Table 6.5. If we use Monte Carlo simulated hadron events as background,
we can have 2 or 4 output classes. Specifically if we only discriminate gamma ray
events and hadronic events, then we have 2. Otherwise if you also discriminate well
and poor reconstructed events, we end up with 4 output classes. The same logic can
be applied to the case when using real data as background. If we do not discriminate well and poor reconstructed gamma events, we would have 2 output classes,
otherwise 3 (we can’t tell if a real data event is reconstructed well or not).
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Table 6.5: This table summarizes the four different ways to classify events used in
this thesis. In all cases the signal is always just the Monte Carlo well reconstructed
”GG” gamma ray events. In contrast the background has been modeled using Monte
Carlo hadron events or using real data events. The latter reflects the fact that the
real data events are all background (the gamma ray to cosmic ray ratio in nature is
tiny).
Class
2
2
3
4

6.5

Class details
MC good gamma; MC bad gamma and MC hadron.
MC good gamma; MC bad gamma and real data.
MC good gamma; MC bad gamma; real data.
MC good gamma; MC bad gamma; MC good hadron; MC bad hadron.

Feature Engineering

In the previous chapter, 4 features were used for the Gamma/Hadron separation:
Compactness, PINCness, nHitSP20/nHit and CxPE40. Since we can use more features for machine learning comparing to traditional semi-statistical and semi-visual
way to separate gamma ray events and hadronic events, we consider all the available
features in the reconstructed so far, which would be 40 in total; these are described
in Table 6.6. Figure 6.9 shows some examples on how well one feature can separate
the signal and background events.
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Table 6.6: This table lists the 40 high level ”HAWC data analysis outputs” used as
input features for the neural network. The left column is the HAWC data name; the
right column is a short description of the quantity.
feature
nTankHit
coreFiduScale
CxPE20
CxPE30
CxPE40
CxPE50
CxPE40SPTime
nHitSP10
nHitSP20
SFCFChi2
planeChi2
coreFitUnc
nHit
nHitSP10/nHit
nHitSP20/nHit
mPFp1nAssign
mPFnPlanes
GamCoreAge
numpoints
scanneddelCore
numsum
scannedFrac
fixedFrac
avePE
fAnnulusCharge0-8
zenith
azimuth
mPFnHits
nHitRatio
disMax
Compactness
PINCness

meaning
tank number in reconstruction
reconstructed core position
maximum PE for r > 20m
maximum PE for r > 30m
maximum PE for r > 40m
maximum PE for r > 50m
∆t of PMT in CxPE40 w.r.t shower front
Number of hits within 10 ns of shower front
Number of hits within 20 ns of shower front
χ2 for SFCF core fit
2
χ for Gaussian plane fit
core fit position error
hits in the dominant plane (with MPF)
composite feature
composite feature
hits in the second plane (with MPF)
number of planes (with MPF)
age of modified NKG fit
tank number in modified NKG fit
distance between SFCF core and scanned core
tank number outside radius where < 2.5P E >
max fraction of tanks of whole array
fraction of tanks in 30 m around SFCF core
average PE of tanks in 30 m around SFCF core
summed charge of 10 m wide annulus
reconstructed zenith angle
reconstructed azimuth angle
total hits without MPF
total hits without MPF over hits with MPF
distance of tanks with largest charge
nHitSP20/CxPE40
χ2 like annular averaged charge

Note that since the features have different units and range of values, all are scaled
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and normalized to be in the interval from 0 to 1 for the training purpose.

Figure 6.9: This figure shows four representative neural network input features for
”fHit analysis bin 0c”. Three items are plotted in each panel: Monte Carlo signal
events (well reconstructed gamma ray events, in black), Monte Carlo background
events (in red) and real data events (in green). For these four features the Monte
Carlo background and the data background are in close agreement and typically
differ, to a lesser or greater degree, from the signal distributions.

In addition to using 40 input features, a subset of features (ultimately 8) were
chosen to study several issues including the stability of the neural network to number of input features. In order to determine which feature is more important than
another for discriminating the classes, we need to design a metric to measure the
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importance. The basic idea is to check how different between the signal (Monte
Carlo well reconstructed gamma events) distribution and the background (real data
events) distribution of features. Therefore we have one metric defined as Equation
6.1:

| meansig − meandata |
M etric1 = q
2
2
RM Ssig
+ RM Sdata

(6.1)

As the HAWC Monte Carlo simulation does not well model all aspects of the
events, we also need to measure the difference between the Monte Carlo hadronic
events distribution and the real data events distribution of features. To address this
issue we have another metric shown in Equation 6.2:

| meanbkg − meandata |
M etric2 = q
2
2
RM Sbkg
+ RM Sdata

(6.2)

For a feature that has more power to discriminate signal and background events
as well as being similar enough between simulated background and real background,
we can rank the features by taking the difference of the two metrics (Equation 6.3):

F eatureRank = M etric1 − M etric2
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Table 6.7: While the experience of Figure 4.7 and 4.8 suggests caution in ranking the
separation power of individual input features, this table summarizes a scan of the
nominal 40 high level ”HAWC data analysis outputs” to identify those with a good
potential for gamma hadron (G/H) separation. The top 10 features in the ranking
for ”fHit analysis bin 0c” are given in: left column is the feature name (see Table
6.6) and right column is the FeatureRank value (see Equation 6.3).
Feature
SFCFChi2
CxPE20
CxPE30
CxPE40
CxPE50
nTankHit
coreFiduScale
scannedDelCore
fixedFrac
disMax

FeatureRank value
0.732
0.168
0.141
0.121
0.101
0.065
0.052
0.041
0.040
0.035

We have 40 features available in total but we can also use a small group of features
selected by empirical knowledge. The CxPE20 to CxPE50 have similar functionality
therefore only one is needed in the small group. nTankHit is calculated without the
multi-plane fit and is not considered for the small group. Eventually 8 features are
selected, which includes SFCFChi2, planeChi2, coreFiduScale, ’CxPE40’, PINCness,
scannedDelCore, fixedFrac, disMax. The test results will be presented later in this
chapter.

6.6

Training details

The machine learning training process is typically based on one certain model, i.e.
simple regression, tree-based model, artificial neural network (ANN), support vector
machine (SVM) etc. Although models like decision tree were tested at the early stage
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of this research, artificial neural network is chosen for the training. This is because
neural network normally requires less feature engineering and one can perform the
training by iterating a large number of events.

Inspired by the biological brain structure, artificial neural network is basically
an interconnected group of nodes called neurons (illustrated in Figure 6.10). The
neurons are connected by synapses which are weighted values. The output of a
neuron can be linear or non-linear to the sum of all inputs. Multiple neurons are
grouped in a conceptual structure called layer. The features are input into the ANN
on the left of Figure 6.10. The ANN will output the predicted probabilities, for the
number of selected classes, in the output layer on the right of the figure. The other
layers in between are called hidden layers. When all the neurons in each hidden layer
are connected to all other neurons in the previous and next layer, the ANN is then
a dense ANN (DANN). A simple mathematical representation of the calculation of
one neuron is shown in Equation 6.4:

yi = F (

X

Wi,j Xj + Bi )

(6.4)

0<j<p

where X is the input, F is the activation function, W is the weight, B is the bias and
y is the output.
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Figure 6.10: The figure is to illustrate the components of a simple, fully-connected
artificial neural network with two hidden layers. Each neuron (represented by the
round circles in all but the input layer) takes the weighted sum of the neurons in the
previous layer plus a bias (see Equation 6.4). The input layer is where the HAWC
high level analysis features (Table 6.6) are input and the neural network then predicts
the probabilities that any given event is a representative of the possible output classes
(Table 6.5). As the goal is to enhance gamma hadron (G/H) separation, it is desirable
for signal events to result in the good gamma class having the highest probability and
background events to result in the background class having the highest probability.

The architecture of a ANN contains information like layers and neurons in each
layer, along with the activation function of neurons (or layer of neurons). The neuron
number of the input layer and output layer will be the the number of input features
and output classes. If there is only one hidden layer, then the neuron number is
chosen to be the mean value of the neuron numbers of the input and output layers.
If there are two hidden layers, then the first hidden layer has ”1.2 * mean of input
and output” neurons and the second hidden layer has ”0.8 * mean of input and
output” neurons. The same logic will be applied if more then two hidden layers.
The activation function for the neurons in the hidden layer(s) is rectified linear
unit (ReLU, Equation 6.5) and Softmax (Equation 6.6) for the neurons in the output
layer. Softmax function calculates the output probability for each neuron consider
all other neurons in the output layer. The main advantage of using Softmax is the
output probabilities range, which is 0 to 1, and the sum of all the probabilities will be
equal to 1. For multi-classification models, appropriate to this thesis, it returns the
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probabilities of each class. Ideally the target class will have the highest probability.

ReLU f (X) =



X

if X > 0


0

if X < 0

(6.5)

exp(Xi )
∈ (0, 1)
Sof tmax(Xi ) = Pk
j=1 exp(Xj )

(6.6)

In machine learning, The training process is basically the optimization of the loss
function, which is defined to evaluate the difference between the prediction and the
desired output (the actual target label). In this thesis, cross entropy (sometimes also
called log loss, Equation 6.7) is used as the loss function. It measures the performance
of a classification model whose output is a probability value between 0 and 1 and
increases as the predicted probability diverges from the actual label.

Crossentropy = −

X

desiredoutput ∗ log(prediction)

(6.7)

To help quantify the performance of a neural network it is instructive to construct
a ”confusion matrix”; see Figure 6.11. For a binary classier, there are two actual
classes and two predicted classes. If the actual class is ”positive” and the predicted
class is also ”positive”, then it’s called true positive. Similarly, we also have false
positive, true negative and false negative. More metrics can be defined from the
confusion matrix as shown in Table 6.8.
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Figure 6.11: To help quantify the performance of a neural network it is instructive to
construct a ”confusion matrix”; the example in this figure is for binary classification.
The columns represent the predicted class (the output from the network with highest
probability) and the rows represent the actual class (the known input). This structure
can be simply extended to the full range, 2 to 4 output classes, studied in this thesis
and summarized in Table 6.5.
Table 6.8: This table summarizes all of the metrics used to evaluate a neural network
”classifier” (see Section 6.7 Training Configurations). The label ”overall” means the
metric is calculated over all classes while the label ”for each class” means the metric is
calculated for each individual class separately. For gamma hadron (G/H) separation
three quantities are particularly relevant: Signal Recall, Background Rejection and
Q-factor. These are related to the observed significance of gamma ray sources such as
the Crab nebula that depend on: high efficiency for accepting Signal (good gammas)
and high efficiency for labeling Background (hadron events) so the Background events
can be rejected. The ultimate goal is to maximize the gamma ray source ”signal to
noise” (or Q-factor).
Metric
Accuracy (overall)
Precision (for each class)
Recall (for each class)
Rejection (overall)
Q Factor (overall)

Definition
True prediction / total
True prediction / All predicted
True prediction / all true
True BKG predicted as BKG / True BKG
Recall for signal / sqrt(1-Rejection)

The accuracy is an overall measurement of the classifier. The precision and recall
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are calculated for each class. Precision measures the fraction of events predicted
correctly and recall measures the fraction of labeled events that are correctly labeled;
recall is particularly relevant for gamma hadron (G/H) separation in HAWC. For this
thesis, we have well reconstructed gamma rays events as signal and the rest of the
events as background.
In real data, there are significantly more background events compare to signal
events. Therefore, it is critical to label the background events with high accuracy so
that we can rejection them for the rest statistical analysis to have a better signal-tonoise ratio. A common significance level estimation is ”signal over the square root
of background” since the standard deviation of Poisson statistics is the square root
of the mean value which is the background. Therefore we can define a Q factor from
the signal recall and background rejection to mimic how significant the signal can be
in HAWC. More figures of the metrics will be presented later in this chapter.
There are usually three data sets for machine learning: training set, testing set
and validation set. The training set is the sample of data used to tune the model
parameters (the weights and biases in the NN). The testing set is to provide an
unbiased evaluation of the trained model. The validation set is to provide an unbiased
evaluation of a final model fit on future data. In this research, the data set (Monte
Carlo gamma + Monte Carlo hadron or Monte Carlo gamma + real data) splits into
two groups: 80% is used as training set and 20% is used as testing set. Eventually
we use the real Crab nebula data and check the significance level in each bin for the
validation purpose.
The metrics performance difference between the training set and testing set can
indicating the fitting status: under-fitting, over-fitting or neither. If the model performance is better with the training set than the testing set, it is more like over-fitting
(high variance). Otherwise, if the model performance is bad on both training set and
testing set, it is probably under-fitting (high bias). The learning curve, which is the
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fitting error on training set and testing set over the set size, is normally used to do
such an evaluation.

6.7

Training Configurations

The performance of different training parameters and configurations will be presented
in this section. The goal is to find the configurations and parameters that has
the optimal evaluation performance as well as the analysis of the calibration source
(Crab nebula). The first step is to compare the metrics performance with different
configurations and get a list of candidates. The second step is to do the analysis
of Crab and choose the optimal model based on the significance level and angular
resolution. The configuration parameters include:

• Input feature numbers (8 or 40)
• Output class numbers (2 or 3 or 4)
• Hidden layers (from 0 to 4)
• Neurons numbers
• Learning rate
• Class weights (balanced or not)

Due to the limitation of computational resource and storage, we can not test all
possibilities with the Crab significance level. We have to partially choose several
optimized configuration from the training performance, i.e. the precision, recall and
Q factor etc. Then we can validate all the chosen models on real Crab nebula data
to make a final call. Figure 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 show the comparisons of typical
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different configurations. In the end we investigated and validated two configurations
characterized by: 40 input features and output 2 classes with 1 hidden layer and
default neurons, either using simulated hadrons as background or using real data as
background for the training. Some other configurations will also be implemented at
the validation stage for cross checks.

Figure 6.12: This figure shows the Accuracy (left panels) and Q-factor (right panels)
performance for three different neural network architectures with 40 input features
and 2 output classes: (top panels) 1 hidden layer with default neurons, (middle
panels) 1 hidden layers with double neurons and (bottom panels) 2 hidden layers
with default neurons. The training performance shows little to discriminate these
three neural network architectures.
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Figure 6.13: This figure shows the Accuracy (top panels) and Q-factor (bottom
panels) performance for two choices of input features: (left panels) 8 input features
(1 hidden layer with default neurons) and (right panels) 40 input features (1 hidden
layer with default neurons). To first order training and testing performance are the
same in all cases. The accuracy and significance ratio are both better with more
input features (more information).
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Figure 6.14: This figure shows the Q-factor performance for four different choices
of output classes: (top left panel) 2 output classes (using Monte Carlo hadron as
background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with default neurons), (top right panel)
2 output classes (using real data as background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with
default neurons), (bottom left panel) 4 output classes (using Monte Carlo hadron as
background, 40 features and 1 hidden layer with default neurons) and (bottom right
panel) 3 output classes (using real data as background, 40 features and 1 hidden
layer with default neurons).The results are more consistent between training set and
testing set with real data as background (right panels).

Besides the neural network architectures and configurations, we also have to consider the reconstructed core location. The goal is to find the threshold to maximize
the significance. Based on Figure 6.15 and 6.16, there is no need for an extra core
location cut except the existing data quality cut as ”reco.coreF iduScale = 150”. For
completeness, we will also present the validation results for ”reco.coreF iduScale =
100” in Figure 6.19, which means we would require the events’ reconstructed core
location to be inside the array.
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Figure 6.15: This figures shows the cumulative number of Monte Carlo simulated
gamma ray events as a function of the maximum distance of the reconstructed shower
core from the center of the HAWC array. This distance is parameterized by event
”core-fiducial-scale” (CFS). Analysis ”fHit bin 0a”, ”fHit bin 0b” and ”fHit bin
0c” are plotted from top to bottom. The black curve shows all gamma events,
the red curve are the subset with good angular and core reconstruction (so called
Signal events) and the blue curve is the further subset ”recalled” by the neural
network based on testing performance. The neural network had 40 input features
and output 2 classes with 1 hidden layer and default neurons trained using real data
as background. The expected number of Signal events ”recalled” clearly increases
with increasing CFS even past the physical edge of the HAWC array: CF S = 100.
Arguably this gain is minimal for CF S > 130.
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Figure 6.16: This figures shows the expected significance (Q-factor) versus core location as in Figure 6.15. While analysis ”fHit bin 0a” may favor restricting events
to CF S < 140, the other analysis bins are rather constant for maximum CFS in the
range 100 < CF S < 150. For this thesis the choice was made to use events with
CF S < 150 for future tests and implementations.
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6.8

Training performance

Once we have the trained models, we can label the Monte Carlo simulation events
and do the cross check of the training performance, shown in Figure 6.17. Since
the signal-to-noise ratio is tiny in both simulation and real data set, even when
only a small fraction of background events are labeled as signal (i.e. the precision of
background labeling is less than 100%), most of the labeled signal events are actually
random background events that may have large delAngle and delCore values (poorly
reconstructed).

Figure 6.17: This figure shows the distributions of real signal and background and
labeled signal and background for Monte Carlo simulated events in analysis ”fHit
bin 0c”. The figure shows normalized distributions of simulated event energies (E)
in log10(E/1 GeV) (left panel) and reconstructed core location (CFS) (right panel).
The reconstructed core locations of labeled events are consistent with real events for
both signal and background. The energy distributions of true Signal and labeled
Signal differ. This is a consequence of off-array Monte Carlo background events
(poorly reconstructed) being labeled as Signal. A plot of the energy distribution of
Monte Carlo Signal events labeled as Signal (not shown) compared with true Signal
shows good agreement.

In this thesis we use efficiency and rejection to measure the performance of train-
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ing. The definitions of these two metrics at each energy range are:

Ef f iciency =

Rejection =

correctly labeled signal events
total signal events in simulation

correctly labeled background events
total background events in simulation

(6.8)

(6.9)

In other words, the efficiency quantifies the correctness of labeling process of
signal events for different energies, the rejection measures the ability to remove the
background events for different energies. Figure 6.18 is based on training using
real data as background with 40 input features and output 2 classes with 1 hidden
layer and default neurons. The increasing of efficiency with higher fHit analysis bins
suggests a better training, potentially due to the clearer pattern of larger events. The
background rejection increases with higher fHit analysis bins for the same reason and
is better using data background for training.
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Figure 6.18: This figure shows the Signal efficiency (red points) and Background
rejection for each fHit analysis bin. The horizontal (X-axis) gives the gamma ray
energies (see Table 1.3) from Monte Carlo simulated events. The efficiency describes
the ”fetch-back” ability of Signal events and the rejection describes the ”kick-out”
ability of Background events. The blue curve is based on Monte Carlo simulated
Background events and the green curve is based on real data Background events.
The performance increases with higher analysis bins due to the better reconstruction
and signal-to-noise ratio for larger events.

6.9

Validation on Crab Nebula

Besides applying the trained models on Monte Carlo simulation events, we should
also apply them on real data for further validation. The whole analysis contains
several steps:
• Reconstruct simulated events and data events with MPF
• Training with simulated events (and the real data events)
• Label data events as signal or background based on trained model
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• Project labeled signal events into maps

• Maximum log-likelihood analysis of calibration object (Crab nebula)

As mentioned previously, the trained models have to be validated with the analysis of events from the Crab nebula calibration source. Here we used a small data
set (about 2.5 month data) for the validation process. There are several factors to
consider for each model: which background events for training (simulated hadrons
or real data), number of input features, number of output classes and reconstructed
core location, which ends up with 12 different combinations; see Figure 6.19. The
optimal training configurations according to the highest Crab significance level are
using all 40 features, output 2 classes and no extra core location cut, with Monte
Carlo hadrons or data as background.
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(a) MC H + 8 + 2 (b) MC H + 8 + 2 (c) Data + 8 + 2 + (d) Data + 8 + 2 +
+ 100
+ 150
100
150

(e) MC H + 40 + 4 (f) MC H + 40 + 4 (g) Data + 40 + 3 (h) Data + 40 + 3
+ 100
+ 150
+ 100
+ 150

(i) MC H + 40 + 2 (j) MC H + 40 + 2 (k) Data + 40 + 2 (l) Data + 40 + 2 +
+ 100
+ 150
+ 100
150

(m) no G/H

Figure 6.19: This figure summarizes the gamma ray significance of the Crab nebula
using 2.5 months of HAWC data to validate the different neural network architectures/training configurations. The caption represents the configuration; for example:
”MC H + 8 + 2 + 100” means Monte Carlo simulated hadrons as background, 8
input features, 2 output classes and core location restriction CF S < 100.
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Once we have the labeled signal events in map format, we can fit them with a
Gaussian function as PSF, which represents the pointing performance. Table 6.9
shows the the fitted PSF of data from optimal training configurations. The fitted
PSF decreases with higher fHit analysis bins; the improvement with multi-plane fit
(MPF) and gamma hadron (G/H) separation is most significant for the lower energy
bins: fHit bin 0a, 0-b and 0c which are the focus of this thesis.
Table 6.9: This table gives the Point-Spread-Function (PSF, in degree) as fitted
with a Gaussian distribution for the 6 different fHit analysis bins, see table 6.1. The
middle column (”w/o MPF & G/H”) is the fitted PSF based on real data events
without using multi-plane-fit (MPF) and gamma hadron (G/H) separation. The
right column (”w/ MPF & G/H”) is the fitted PSF based on real data events using
both MPF and G/H separation with the optimal neural net model. The optimal
neural net model uses real data background for training, balanced class weights, 40
input features, 2 output classes, 1 hidden layer and default neurons and without
extra core location cut (i.e. CF S < 150).
fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H

6.10

w/o MPF & G/H
1.02 ± 0.13
0.73 ± 0.06
0.55 ± 0.13
0.37 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02

w/ MPF & G/H
0.67 ± 0.07
0.68 ± 0.06
0.45 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.00

Sensitivity Improvement

The final step is to apply the optimal trained models to a larger data set of Crab
nebula so that we can have comparisons with others’ research results in the future.
As shown in Figure 6.20, the maps with optimal models are compared to maps
with no G/H separation. The maps with no G/H separation are limited to a small
declination band due to the original data available. The performance of both optimal
models is similar. All significance values are shown in Table 6.10 and Figure 6.21.
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(a) bin 0a (no G/H) (b) bin 0b (no G/H) (c) bin 0c (no G/H) (d) bin 0a-0c (no
G/H)

(e) bin 0a (MC H) (f) bin 0b (MC H) (g) bin 0c (MC H) (h) bin 0a-0c (MC
H)

(i) bin 0a (data)

(j) bin 0b (data)

(k) bin 0c (data)

(l) bin 0a-0c (data)

Figure 6.20: This figure summarizes the gamma ray significance of the Crab nebula
using 1 year of HAWC data for analysis ”fHit bin 0a”, ”fHit bin 0b”, ”fHit bin 0c” and
”fHit bin 0a-0c combined”. Top panels show results without MPF and G/H selection.
Middle and bottom panels show results with MPF and two difference neural network
G/H selections: one using MPF and Monte Carlo hadrons as background (middle)
and one using MPF and real data as background for training (bottom). Otherwise
the neural network was the same as for Table 6.9: balanced class weights, 40 input
features, 2 output classes, 1 hidden layer and default neurons and without extra core
location cut (i.e. CF S < 150). The significance levels are reported in Table 6.10.
The benefit of the MPF plus neural network G/H separation is clear. The benefit of
using real data as background for training is more subtle but may result in slightly
better directional reconstruction for the Crab in the lower energy analysis bins.
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Table 6.10: This table summarizes the results of Figure 6.20 for Crab nebula significance levels for 1 year of HAWC data. The column captions summarize the three
analysis options: without using MPF and G/H separation (left), using MPF and optimal model trained with simulated background events (middle) and using MPF and
optimal model trained real data background events (right). As noted with Figure
6.20 there is little difference between training using Monte Carlo background or data
as background. Thus validation using the Crab gives a different result than Figure
6.18 that strongly favors training with data as background.
fHit bin
0a
0b
0c
1
2
H
0a-0c
all

w/o MPF G/H
2.3
8.3
6.7
14.8
11.6
13.5
10.1
24.8

w/ MPF MC
8.9
13.2
17.0
36.1
36.8
56.1
22.7
78.8

w/ MPF Data
8.8
13.8
17.5
35.8
37.6
54.3
23.5
78.5

Figure 6.21: This figure summarizes the Crab nebula significance level based on 1
year HAWC data with (and without) ”MPF and G/H separation” for each of the
six fHit analysis bins. In all cases G/H separation is based on the optimal model.
The optimal neural net model uses real data background for training, balanced class
weights, 40 input features, 2 output classes, 1 hidden layer and default neurons and
without extra core location cut (i.e. CF S < 150).
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Figure 6.22 shows the Crab energy spectra measured with HAWC using the optimal model and compared to IACTs measurements. The spectrum is fitted with
log-parabola (shown in Equation 6.10) or with a simple pow-law. The measurements
from the previous HAWC publication [19] and other IACTs are also shown in the
figure. The fitted normalizations of each fHit analysis bin are also shown as red
points in Figure 6.22. The fractional residuals, shown in Figure 6.23, are defined
as the difference between the individual bin normalization and over-all spectrum fit.
The fractional residuals are smaller with log-parabola compared to simple pow-law
potentially because the log-parabola function better describes the spectrum.

E −α−βln EE
dF
0
(E) = N ( )
dE
E0

(6.10)

where N is the normalization factor, E0 is the pivot energy (1 TeV is used), α and β
are the indices. The log-parabola function is essentially a simple power-law with a
cut-off energy as in Equation 1.2.
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Figure 6.22: This figure shows the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the Crab
nebula based on the measurement in this thesis: see Table 6.10 and Figure 6.21. The
red curve shows the SED fitted with a log-parabola and the magenta curve shows the
spectrum fitted with simple power-law. The red points are the fitted normalizations
from each fHit analysis bin interpreted using the over-all log-parabola fitted SED
(red curve). The Crab SED measurements by three IACTs are also plotted. The
IACTs measurements are systematically above the current HAWC result at lower
energies: < 2T eV . It is very possible this is the result of an over-estimated efficiency
for low energy gamma ray events in the HAWC simulation.
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Figure 6.23: This plot shows the residuals of the log-parabola and the simple power
law fits of the Crab SED, see Figure 6.22, plotted as a fractional ratio: (SED difference)/SED; see text for additional details. This is a sanity check for the different
spectral parameterization and suggests that the log-parabola provides a better description of the measured Crab SED.

Besides the dramatic improvements of the Crab nebula significance level and
PSF, we can quantify HAWC sensitivity as the 5 σ detection flux or the 95% CL
upper limit for each fHit analysis bin, shown in Figure 6.24. The 5 σ detection flux
is estimated by the scaling the fluxes down by a factor of ”Fitted significance level of
each analysis bin / 5” for each analysis bin. This is because the significance level is
approximated by ”Signal / sqrt(Background)” and the background number of events
is a constant (for 1 year Crab data) so the significance level will change linearly
with signal events number (flux). Since the 5σ detection flux is calculated from the
Crab flux measurement, this method quantifies the sensitivity of point-like source at
declination 22

◦

with 1 year data.
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Figure 6.24: This plot shows the sensitivity of HAWC for point-like sources at declination 22 ◦ with 1-year HAWC of data based on the analysis in the thesis. The 5 σ
detection flux, green points, is about 50% of the measured Crab flux (red curve) at
300 GeV and about 20% of the Crab flux at 1 TeV. Also shown are a 95% confidence
level upper limit curve in blue.

6.11

Summary And Future

Various improvements have been implemented on both the reconstruction and gamma
hadron separation primarily focused on (but not limited to) the lower energy events
(TeV and below). This thesis is mainly focused on the new gamma hadron separation with different approaches. A nearby AGN survey has been performed with 2
years HAWC data based on one improved analysis discussed in chapter 4. Dramatic
improvements of Crab nebula significance level and PSF are achieved over the published HAWC results [19]. With the most recent analysis discussed in this chapter,
the low energy sensitivity of HAWC is better described. The future work includes:
• Better core reconstruction (e.g. likelihood core fit)
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• More features for G/H separation.
• Test new analysis at another observed source (e.g. Mrk 421)
• Perform AGN and GRB search with the most recent analysis discussed in this
chapter
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